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New Contact Address 
 

in-tech smart charging GmbH 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Important notice 

 

 

Dear customer, 

 

in-tech smart charging GmbH is expanding. From now on we will be based in 
Bitterfelder Str. 1-5 in 04129 Leipzig.  

Our email address smartcharging@in-tech.com and phone number +49 341 
39290250 remain unchangend.  

 

As of now mail will be received at the new address.  

 

Yours sincerely,  

in-tech smart charging GmbH 
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1 Revision 

Revision Release Date Valid from Software Version Changes 

1 27.08.2021 0.9.7 initial release 

Thank you very much for your trust. We are happy that you have chosen our Charge Control 
platform to operate your eMobility charging solution. This User Guide will help you to understand 
all features of our product and configure them properly to fit your and your customer’s 
requirements best. 

 

2 Safety Notes 

IMPORTANT: Read the following safety instruction carefully and clearly prior to the assembly and 
use of the device. 

Please keep these safety instructions for future reference. 

  The installation and assembly may only be carried out by a qualified electrician! 

  This device, which is supplied with mains power, has to be secured by means of a max. 
B6A circuit breaker. 

WARNING! This device is connected to mains power and hazardous voltages which are not 
covered. Hazardous voltages must be covered inside the charging station to prevent electrical 
shocks. 

Attention! Make sure that the device is not exposed to heat sources which may lead to 
overheating. Charge Control M can be damaged in case of overheating. 

Attention! The device may only be connected in the range of overvoltage category 3 or lower. 
Operating Charge Control M in a higher category can damage the device. 

Attention! Ensure adequate ventilation at the site of installation. Charge Control M can be 
damaged in case of overheating. 

Attention! Do not operate the device in supply networks which do not comply with the 
specifications on the type plate. Operating Charge Control M in networks not compatible with the 
specifications on the type plate can damage the device. 

Attention! The device may only be installed in dry areas. Exposing Charge Control M to wetness 
can damage the device. 

This device is designed for installation on DIN rails which provide fire protection as per DIN EN 
60950-1. 

 

3 Abbreviations 

Common abbreviations used throughout the document or related to charging. 

Abbreviation Meaning 

CAN Controller area network 

CP Control pilot 

EV Electric vehicle 

EVCC Electric vehicle communication controller 
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EVSE Electric vehicle supply equipment 

JSON JavaScript object notation 

MQTT Message queuing telemetry transport 

PE Protective earth conductor 

PKI Public key infrastructure 

PLC Powerline communication 

PnC Plug and charge 

PP Proximity pilot 

PWM Pulse width modulation 

RCD Residual-current device 

SDP SECC discovery protocol 

SECC Supply equipment communication controller 

TCP Transmission control protocol 

TLS Transport layer security 

HLC High-level charging communication 

V2G Vehicle to grid communication 

 

4 Introduction 

Charge Control M is a DIN 70121 and ISO 15118 compliant communication controller for DC 
electric vehicle charging stations (EVSE side). It is based on in-tech smart charging's own 
EVAcharge SE hardware platform which includes PWM generation on Control Pilot line, and also 
a HomePlug Green PHY integration and thus Powerline communication via Control Pilot for High-
Level charging communication. The Charge Control M firmware is powered by an embedded 
Linux operating system. Customers can use an MQTT API or a CAN interface to interact with the 
firmware. The open system offers customers the possibility to extend the Charge Control M 
firmware and even run customer's own software component in parallel to the charging stack. 

Highlights: 

• CPU: NXP i.MX287 (formerly Freescale) 

• RAM: 128 MiB 

• Storage: eMMC 4 GiB 

• Network Interface: Fast Ethernet 

• Operating System: Embedded Linux, based on Yocto, Kernel 4.9 (or newer) 

• Charging Protocols: IEC 61851, DIN 70121, ISO 15118 

• Charge Process Controlling Interfaces: MQTT, CAN 

Parameter Value 

Power supply 12 V 

Power consumption max. 4 W (2.6 W in idle mode) - plus power for attached USB devices 

Temperature range -40 °C - +85 °C 
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Air humidity 95% rel. humidity (non condensing) 

Outline dimension 100 mm x 120 mm x 20 mm 

Weight 92 g 

RoHS Charge Control M is manufactured RoHS compliant. 

 

 

Figure 1 Charge Control M Big Picture 

 

5 Device Overview 

5.1 Mechanical dimensions 

The mechanical dimensions of the Charge Control M are shown in figure mechanical drawing. 

 

Figure 2 Mechanical Drawing of Charge Control M including Connectors 
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5.2 LEDs  

 

Figure 3 LEDs on EVSE 

5.2.1 LED0 (red) 

The LED is connected to the i.MX28 pin K4 / AUART1_TX. Default behaviour is the Linux 
heartbeat of the i.MX28. 

 

5.2.2 LED1 (yellow) 

The LED is connected to the i.MX28 pin L4 / AUART1_RX. 

 

5.2.3 LED2 (yellow) 

The LED is connected to the i.MX28 pin T3 / LCD_D16. 

 

5.2.4 LED3 (green) 

The LED is connected to the i.MX28 pin P2 / LCD_D08. 

 

5.2.5 LED4 (yellow) 

The USS command indicator of the coprocessor. Each time an USS command is received by the 
host and processed, the LED flashes for a short time. If the coprocessor stays in bootloader 
(immediately after reset for a few seconds) this LED is always on. 
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5.2.6 LED5 (green) 

The coprocessor life sign. The LED blinks in a one second interval showing the coprocessor is 
working and alive. If the coprocessor stays in bootloader (immediately after reset for a few 
seconds) this LED is always off. 

 

5.3 Connectors 

 

Figure 4 Connectors 

Debug UART (JP1) 

 

Figure 5 Debug UART in detail 

This pinout is compatible with a variety of USB/RS232 adapters. Preferable you should use the 
FTDI cable ”TTL-232R-3V3” or similar, do not use long wires to connect the debug UART. 
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ATTENTION: Do not use generic RS232 adapters, as they usually have +-12 V voltages for their 
logic signals. The pins here are only 3.3 V tolerant. You may damage the debug UART with 
incompatible adapters. 

Use the following settings to connect to the debug UART: 

Setting Value 

Baud Rate 115200 

Data bits 8 

Stop bits 1 

Parity None 

Flow Control None 

 

5.4 Voltage Input (X4) 

 

Figure 6 Voltage input connector 

This connector is Metz Connect (formerly Ria Connect) 31177102 (Series 177). The wire for the 
power supply does not need to be a specific length or cross-section. You should make sure that 
the cross-section fits the connector you choose and the length does not add too much voltage 
drop. 

 

5.5 Network interfaces 

The default Charge Control M network configuration creates a virtual Ethernet bridge br0 

consisting of the wired Ethernet interface eth0 and -if available- the USB dongle for mobile 

broadband communication. 

This bridge interface ships with DHCP enabled by default, plus a static fallback IPv4 address in 
the AutoIP network range (see RFC3927) to ease access in direct connections with Microsoft 
Windows™ PCs. The MAC address of the bridge interface corresponds to the MAC address of 
the wired Ethernet interface, is board-specific and is contained in the 2D barcode within the device 
label. 

For network configuration the systemd’s networkd is used as background service. For details, 
please refer to https://www.freedesktop.org/software/systemd/man/systemd-networkd.html. The 
platform specific factory default configuration files can be found in the firmware’s root filesystem 
below /lib/systemd/network.  

https://www.freedesktop.org/software/systemd/man/systemd-networkd.html
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5.5.1 Ethernet 

This device supports 10/100 Mbit/s Ethernet. In the Linux operating system it is available as 
network interface eth0. This interface is part of a bridge interface br0. 

Board Interface Linux Interface 

Ethernet eth0 

Table 1 Ethernet 

 

5.5.2 CAN 

The in-tech smart charging CAN interface is an asynchronous interface and supports extended 
CAN protocol (CAN 2.0B) with 29 bit identifiers. The default baudrate of the CAN interface is 
configured to 1 Mbit/s. The baudrate can be adjusted in the configuration file of charge control 
software. 

Board Interface Linux Interface 

CAN can0 

Table 2 CAN 

 

5.5.3 USB  

USB support is composed of a USB OTG core controller. It is compliant with the USB 2.0 
specification. 

USB is mainly used for USB internet dongles, firmware updates and for commissioning purposes. 

 

6 Programming 

Charge Control M is shipped with pre-flashed firmware including the Charge Control M charging 
stack. However, it is possible for customers to add new programs and customer software and/or 
modify none-charging stack configuration files. The shipped firmware was created with Yocto, a 
project to create custom Linux distributions for embedded devices. Please contact us for more 
details like board support package (BSP) and/or SDK. 

Some general notes and recommendation for custom software development: 

• Develop your customer software on your local PC Linux environment. Here you can use 
compiler, debugger etc. you are familiar with. Since Charge Control M stack’s API is provided 
via MQTT, you can simply setup one "developer" Charge Control M and access the stack's 
API via Ethernet network. If everything works as expected in this setup, then switch to cross-
compiling for the target system. 

• Use autotools or cmake and pkg-config in your customer software projects as build 
environment. Prefer such mature and proven tools since these are widely supported and 
understood and cross-compiling with these tools is usually easy. 

• If you start your project from scratch, have a look at libraries which are already required by 
the Charging Stack and/or provided by the Linux distribution. Re-use these libraries to keep 
the overall firmware footprint small. The benefit is when updating the boards it will take less 
time when transferring the firmware update image and flashing it to internal storage. 
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6.1 Device Access 

There are different possibilities to access the device for configuration purposes. The default 
Ethernet IPv4 address is configured to 169.254.12.53 which will be valid even when no DHCP 
server can be found. Without DHCP, the board can also be accessed via its link local IPv6 address 
fe80::201:87ff:fe05:wxyz, where "wxyz" are the last four digits of the Ethernet interface MAC 
address. 

The username / password combination required for login is: 

Username Password 

root zebematado 

Note: This is a generic password. It is required to be changed by the customer! 

 

6.2 Logging and Debugging 

The log output of the charging software can be found under the "/srv/log" directory of the board. 
The logs are preserved for a certain amount of time. Current operation can be observed by 
executing the command "tail -F /srv/log/local0.log", showing the most recent and 

current log events in the console. 

Additionally it is also possible to start traces of the CAN, PLC or MQTT communication: 

• CAN: 
candump -tA -l can0 

• This creates a log file whose name is determined by the program candump. (Option "-tA" is 
for logging with absolute time stamp.) 

• PLC / V2G high level communication ("PCAP trace", "Wireshark trace"):  tcpdump -i eth1 
-w /srv/charge_com_01.pcap 

• MQTT: 
mosquitto_sub -F "%U %t %p" -t "#" -v > /srv/charge_com_mqtt_01.log 

• In each case, tracing can be cancelled with "Ctrl+C". tcpdump must be cancelled in this way 
in order to properly write its output file. 

• Before requesting support regarding communication issues, the log file and trace files 
(depending on the type of issue) are very important information for the in-tech smart charging 
support team. Together with the information about your firmware version (execute 
'mosquitto_sub -t "ci/global/version/charging_software"') the support team 

can get a better overview about your setup. 

 

7 Firmware upgrade 

The following sections describe different ways to install a firmware upgrade on your Charge 
Control product. Please ensure that the power supply is stable during a firmware upgrade. In case 
of an unsuccessful update or of power loss during the installation of the update, the Charge 
Control device performs a rollback to the previous stable version of the charging firmware. For 
more information about the rollback mechanism, see the section Rollback mechanism. The 
update is finished when the board is rebooted and the green LED3 switches from blinking to 
steady-on. The board can now be safely switched off by turning off the power supply. 

The currently installed firmware can be checked with the MQTT topic 
"ci/global/version/charging_software”, whose value is determined at boot and 
retained. This topic can also be used as a general indication that the charging software is running 
and operational. 
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7.1 Partitioning 

The internal eMMC storage of a Charge Control device is divided into several partitions. The main 
aim is to have two independent systems available, i.e. system A and system B. This allows to run 
firmware updates in background while performing normal charging operation and then switch to 
the updated system with a fast restart of the device. This also allows to support a rollback 
mechanism in case of failures during firmware updates. In other words, during a firmware update, 
the active root file system switches from A to B or vice versa, leaving the other as rollback. 

Partition Size Description 

/dev/mmcblk0p1 3 MB Bootloader Partition 
 

/dev/mmcblk0p2 1 GB Root file system A 

/dev/mmcblk0p3 1 GB Root file system B 

/dev/mmcblk0p4  Extended Partition Container 

/dev/mmcblk0p5 1 GB Data Partition (/srv). This partition can be accessed by both root file 
systems and will be not changed during update process. 

/dev/mmcblk0p6 128 MB Logging file system A (/var/log) 

/dev/mmcblk0p7 128 MB Logging file system B (/var/log) 

Table 3 eMMC Partitioning 

 

 

Table 4 Filesystem Mountpoints 

 

7.2 Update via USB 

Preparation of the USB update 

1. Download the firmware update image file onto your workstation. The file size is about 30 MB 
in current standard configuration. 

2. Plug a USB flash drive into your workstation. 

3. Format the USB flash drive as EXT2/3/4, FAT16/32 or NTFS. 

4. Copy the firmware update image file (*.image) onto the USB flash drive's root directory. 

Notes: 

• The exFAT filesystem is not supported. 
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• Do not place multiple *.image files for Charge Control onto the root folder of the USB flash 
drive, since it is not guaranteed in which order the files are tried and applied. 

Updating the Charge Control Firmware 

1. Connect the board to the power supply. 

2. Wait until the board is booted. 

3. Connect to the board via SSH or Debug UART to backup all your own implementation and 
configuration files. 

4. Plug in the USB flash drive with the Firmware Update Image file in the USB port of the board. 

5. Observe the LED update indications: 

• If the USB is plugged, the yellow LED (LED1 of the board) is turned on statically. 

• If the update process has started, the yellow LED is blinking (250ms on/250ms off). 

• In case no update file was compatible, the yellow LED is turned off. 

• If the firmware update is successful, the device is rebooted and LED is now turned off. 

• After the device is rebooted, the USB flash drive is detected again and thus the yellow 
LED is also turned on again. 

• But now the new firmware notices that the firmware update is already installed and the 
yellow LED is turned off again (this can take some time). 

6. Wait until the whole firmware update and reboot process is finished - it takes up to 5 minutes. 

7. When the firmware update process is finished and the yellow LED is turned off again, the 
USB flash drive can be unplugged. 

 

7.3 Update via SSH and SFTP 

1. Connect to the board via SSH (e.g. PuTTY). 

2. Backup all your own implementation and configuration files if necessary. 

3. Transfer the update image file via SFTP to the board and store it in the directory 
/var/cache/updated with e.g. filename my-update.image.Note: On Windows systems 

you can use WinSCP or Filezilla for example. 

4. Run the following command via SSH console: rauc install/var/cache/updated/my-

update.image. 

5. The update process should start and report progress and success via console messages. 

6. Reboot into the new system by running the following command via SSH console: reboot. 

 

7.4 Update via SSH or Serial Console and HTTP or FTP 

1. Connect to the board via SSH (e.g. PuTTY) or serial terminal. 

2. Backup all your own implementation and configuration files if necessary. 

3. Place the update image file on an HTTP or FTP server which is reachable via network by 
your Charge Control device. 

4. Note the URL of the download. In case authentication is required, you must provide the 
credentials in the URL, e.g. http://username:passwd@my-site.com/update.image. 

5. Run the following command via SSH console: rauc install <url>, where you replace 

the URL with your actual URL. 

6. The update process should start and report progress and success via console messages. 
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7. After success, reboot into the new system by running the following command via SSH 
console: reboot. 

 

7.5 Update via MQTT API 

It is possible to trigger a firmware update via MQTT API. This requires that the update image file 
is accessible via network download from an HTTP or FTP server. Then this download URL can 
be published via MQTT API and the Charge Control firmware will retrieve the download and install 
it. 

Note that in case authentication is required, you must provide the credentials in the URL, 
e.g. http://username:passwd@my-site.com/update.image. 

The Charge Control firmware observes and provides the following MQTT topics for its firmware 
update process: 

Topic Subscribe/Publish Type Unit Remarks 

firmware/update/target/
url 

publishable String - Contains the URL to 
download the update file 
from. This topic must be set 
last as changes will start the 
update process. All other 
topics will be latched at this 
time. URLs ending with 
.raucb are handled as casync 
firmware updates, see 
discussion below, all other 
URL endings are supposed 
to be traditional full-file 
firmware updates. 
 

firmware/update/target/
max_trials 

publishable Integer - If this integer is set, then the 
download will be 
automatically retried in case 
of download failure. Values < 
1, empty string or unset 
value will be silently used as 
1. For casync firmware 
updates, the download is 
integral part of the 
installation, that means that 
the whole installation is 
retried. 
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firmware/update/target/
interval 

publishable Integer seconds If this integer is given, the 
interval to wait between 
multiple download retries (if 
applicable). Values < 0, 
empty string or unset value 
will be silently used as 0. 
Note, that this interval is a 
high-level view of the update 
procedure, i.e. internal 
timeouts of a few seconds 
and minutes - for example 
during establishing a 
connection to the download 
server - are not converted 
here. 
 

firmware/update/state/
actual 

subscribeable-only String - Contains one of the following 
strings to signal the overall 
firmware update state: idle, 

installing, install-

succeeded, install-

failed, downloading, 

download-succeeded, 

download-failed. 

See table below. 

firmware/update/state/
progress 

subscribeable-only Integer percent Reports the (estimated) 
progress of the current 
operation in percent. Do not 
expect this topic to contain 
specific values, it is provided 
for convenience / debug 
purposes only (e.g. ease web 
GUI). 

firmware/update/result/
state 

subscribeable-only String - Contains the result of the last 
firmware update operation: 
succeeded, failed or 

empty string (in case no 
update was triggered before 
(after boot)). 

firmware/update/result/
message 

subscribeable-only String - Contains an English error 
message in case the last 
update operation failed, or 
empty string. In case 
max_trials is set to a value > 
1, this topic might be 
published after an 
unsuccessful installation 
attempt - in contrast to 
"firmware/update/result/state" 
which is only published after 
all attempts failed (or directly 
after the first successful 
attempt). 
 

Table 5 MQTT topics for firmware update process 
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Update State in 
firmware/update/state/actual 
 

Description 

idle The charging station is not performing firmware update related 
tasks. This is the usual state after boot. 

downloading The request to install a new firmware was received and the file 
is now transferred to the device over network. 
 

download-succeeded The firmware update file was transferred successfully. For 
casync firmware updates, the download phase is also 
reported - however, the real download is integral part of the 
installation and thus not finished yet when this state is 
reported. 

download-failed The firmware update file transfer failed. A possible reason 
may be retrieved with 
firmware/update/result/message topic. For casync 

firmware updates, this state is only reported for HTTP(S) 
URLs when a simple access test to the URL of the Charging 
Stack failed (HTTP HEAD request). 

installing The transferred file was passed to update framework and is 
now signature checked and installed. 

install-succeeded The firmware update file was successfully installed by the 
framework (no reboot happened yet). 

install-failed The firmware update installation failed. A possible reason may 
be retrieved with firmware/update/result/message 

topic. 

Table 6 MQTT topics for firmware update process 

 

Please note that a reboot of the device does not happen automatically, since the firmware update 
installation is run in the background and does not disturb ongoing charging sessions. Your 
controlling software should observe the overall situation and decide when the time for a reboot is 
best and then trigger the reboot. 

 

7.6 Support for casync based Firmware Updates  

As mentioned in the previous sections, the firmware update mechanism uses rauc (https://rauc.io) 
as update framework. The traditional method of updating a device is, that a big firmware update 
image file is transferred to the device and then installed. However, this approach is sometimes 
not ideal, for example when during different firmware releases only few parts changed. To 
address such scenarios, rauc itself supports casync based bundles. For more details, please refer 
to rauc's own documentation: https://rauc.readthedocs.io/en/latest/advanced.html#rauc-casync-
support. It is obvious that such kind of firmware updates require an established Internet 
connection (or a locally available HTTP/FTP server which can be reached by the charging station) 
- but the concept does not work for USB pen drive firmware updates. 

https://rauc.io/
https://rauc.readthedocs.io/en/latest/advanced.html#rauc-casync-support
https://rauc.readthedocs.io/en/latest/advanced.html#rauc-casync-support
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The casync support in the rauc framework is included since Charge Control firmware version 
0.10.0. Older versions do not include the casync executable, thus these versions are not able to 
handle casync firmware update files. On casync-enabled Charge Control firmware versions, it is 
possible to pass a URL referring to a casync firmware update image directly to the rauc framework 
via rauc install <URL>. Please remember that rauc will use the passed URL to construct a 

base URL for accessing the smaller chunks. For example the 
URL http://example.com/update.raucb would lead to the assumption that all chunks can 

be accessed via the base URL http://example.com/update.castr/. Note, that the chunk 

store is a whole directory with many small files inside, not a simple file - the file extension like 
directory naming might suggest this. 

To fully support casync based firmware updates also in the Charge Control stack APIs, that 
means via OCPP (where applicable) and via MQTT API, some points must be taken into 
consideration. Firmware update files shipped by in-tech smart charging traditionally use the file 
extension .image. Such images are downloaded first by the Charge Control stack and then 

forwarded as a local file to the rauc framework. This approach allows to have more control over 
the download itself, e.g. to inform the OCPP backend about the current progress or download 
failures etc. However, this approach fails for casync based firmware updates, since rauc (and 
casync under the hood) must know the original URL to access the chunk store (as mentioned 
above). To decide which "down-passing to rauc approach" must be used by Charge Control stack 
and this without downloading and inspecting the file before a simple naming convention is 
assumed by the Charge Control stack: URLs ending with .raucb are assumed to be casync 
firmware update files, while all other endings are expected to be traditional ones. This is in 
alignment to rauc's internal expectation to construct the base URL for the chunks where the suffix 
.raucb is replaced with .castr (as mentioned above). It is recommended for customers to 

follow this naming convention. 

 

7.7 Rollback mechanism 

7.7.1 Introduction 

The internal storage of Charge Control devices is subdivided into several partitions. This is used 
to form a redundant setup with A and B system in which one system is active and running while 
the other one is inactive. Thus it is possible to update the inactive system in background without 
interrupting the main operation of the system. After a firmware update was performed and the 
system has booted into the new firmware, the previously active system still exists - however, 
inactive now. It will be used for later firmware updates, but immediately after a firmware update 
was performed, it serves as fallback option. This is possible since it can be safely assumed, that 
this previously active system is still in a recent state or at least not in a worse condition than 
before then firmware update. 

The process of using this previous system as fallback after a firmware update, is called rollback 
mechanism. Several software components must work together to provide this feature. The main 
purpose is to ensure that after a firmware update was installed, all software components are 
running smoothly, even with the restored/kept configuration files of the previous system. 

 

7.7.2 How it works 

As mentioned, the filesystem architecture of Charge Control devices consists of several partitions. 
During manufacturing process, two of these partitions are flashed with the same firmware version 
of the charging software - and would be both bootable per se. After initial starting of a board, only 
the first partition (rootfs A) is activated and is used by the boot loader to complete the boot 
process. When this boot process passed the point at which it considers itself being in a known-
to-be-good state, it disables the other partition (rootfs B). 
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The rollback mechanism is only activated while performing a software update of Charge Control 
devices. After starting of the update process the update image file will be installed to the other, 
currently deactivated partition. The currently booted rootfs filesystem stays unaffected while 
performing the update. As soon as the update is successfully installed, the currently booted 
partition is deactivated. It depends on the used update method when a reboot is actually 
performed, e.g. during update from USB pen drive this reboot happens immediately. Now the 
bootloader is responsible to boot the partition with the new software image. While the board is 
booting, the green led (LED 1 on Charge Control C and LED 3 on Charge Control M) is blinking 
and it stops blinking when the update process is completed. Then, after successfully starting the 
charging software, the rollback mechanism is deactivated and the currently installed software 
version is notified with MQTT topic ci/global/version/charging_software. The charging 

software is now running and operational. 

But in case something went wrong during the update, e.g. some software component does not 
come up or behave as expected, then the charging software does not mark this boot process as 
successful. The included watchdog functionality will detect such a misbehaviour and trigger a 
reboot of the whole device. It is tried up to 3 times to get the new firmware running. After the last 
trial failed, the bootloader will switch back to boot the previous system again. 

As noted, a successfully booted new firmware will disable the rollback mechanism. On the other 
hand, in case the previous system is booted again - and it can be assumed that this system boots 
also successfully - this previous system will also disable the rollback mechanism. At the end, the 
rollback mechanism is automatically disabled after a firmware update was installed or the rollback 
was performed. In any case, the device runs with working firmware which is the base for normal 
operation and also later firmware updates. 

However, it is worth to remember that the partitions are not synchronized. Thus if one rootfs is 
customized, by e.g. integrating custom software applications, the other partition stays unaffected. 
Only the configuration files, stored in /etc/secc on EVSE side or /etc/evcc on EV side, as 

well as custom network device configurations, are migrated during installation of an update. This 
point must especially be considered before performing a standard software update from in-tech 
smart charging. In the case of customized file system contents, it is recommended to create a 
customized firmware image update which is based on the standard update image. For more 
information regarding the creation of own firmware image updates please contact the in-tech 
smart charging support. 

 

7.7.3 Performing the rollback mechanism manually 

In some situations, as in case to rescue data of the other partition after a software update, it might 
be necessary to perform a manual rollback to the other partition. 

The Charge Control device uses the rauc update framework for updating the device with a new 
firmware version and managing the boot partitions. Before using rauc command line tool it is 
necessary to establish a connection via SSH or Debug UART. After the connection is established 
the status of the by rauc managed partition can be retrieved by using the rauc status console 

command. The following figure shows the console output of the rauc status command. Here 

the board - a Charge Control M board in this example, but the same principles also apply to other 
products of the Charge Control family - was booted from the first partition “rootfs.0” (A). 

 

Figure 7 Console output of the "rauc status" command 
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The rollback to the other partition can now be performed by using the command rauc status 

mark-active other. The console output should now look like the following figure. 

 

 

Figure 8 Console output of the "rauc status mark-active other" command 

After rebooting of the board with command reboot the board should be successfully booted on 

the other partition. To revert to the initial partition, just repeat this process. 

 

7.7.4 Development tools 

During development it may be useful to access/mount the inactive partition. Then it is required to 
first determine the inactive partition using rauc command line tool. To simplify things, a helper 
shell script is included in the firmware which is called mount-other-rootfs. It takes one 

command line argument as parameter, that is, a target directory used as mountpoint for the 
inactive root filesystem. 

Example: mount-other-rootfs /mnt 

Note, that this helper script does not modify any rauc status information regarding this slot. 

 

8 General charging software description 

8.1 Charging states 

The in-tech smart charging software provides a CAN interface and an MQTT interface to control 
a charging session. In general, a charging session consists of consecutive charging states. The 
information of the current charging state is one of the most important information details of the 
charging software, which is provided over the charging software interfaces. Each charging state 
consists of several V2G charging parameters which are exchanged between EV and EVSE. The 
charging state serves as an indication which V2G parameter must be handled over the interface. 
The V2G parameters per charging state are described in detail in the DIN 70121-2 and ISO/IEC 
DIS 15118-2 (2012) specification. Most of the V2G parameters can be directly adjusted over the 
charging software interfaces. 

The next table gives a general overview of the charging states: 

Charging 
state 

Description 

Default High level communication not established 
 

Initialization The initialization state begins at plug connect till the high level message 
ServicePaymentSelection (DIN and ISO). 
 

Authentication The authentication parameter state lasts as long as the Authorization message 
is exchanged. 
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Charge 
parameter 

The charge parameter state lasts as long as the ChargeParameterDiscovery 
message is exchanged. 
 

Isolation 
 

The isolation state lasts as long as the CableCheck message is exchanged 
(DC charging only). 

Pre charge The pre charge state lasts as long as the PreCharge message is exchanged 
(DC charging only). 

Charge 
 

The charge state lasts as long as the CurrentDemand message is exchanged 
(DC charging only) or as long as the ChargingStatus message is exchanged 
(AC charging only). Note: The PowerDelivery message before AND after the 
charge state is contained here 

Welding The welding state lasts as long as the WeldingDetection message is 
exchanged (DC charging only). 

Table 7 Overview of charging states 

 

8.2 Connection status 

In addition to the notified charging state it is also possible to observe the current 
connection status. For observation of the connection status the charge control software provides 
the current state and PWM information of the CP pin and the TCP connection information. 

The table below shows the possible combinations: 

CP State PWM-Status CP State Information 

A (12V) 100% A1: EV unplugged 

A (12V) 5% A2: EV unplugged with PWM 

B (9V) 100% B1: EV connected 

B (9V) 5% B2: EV connected with high level communication 

C (6V) 5% C2: Charging 

F (-12V) - Unavailability of the charging station 

E (0V) - Power outage or short of the control pilot to PE 

Table 8 Overview of the CP states 

It is recommended to observe the connection state (CP state and TCP connection) throughout 
the whole charging session, because a connection loss can occur in each charging state. 

 

8.3 EVSE Processing  

The EVSE Processing parameter can be used to pause a specific charging state. The charging 
states "Authentication", "Parameter" and "Isolation" use this parameter. The pre-defined default 
value of this parameter is set to '1' (Ongoing) for each charging state. When the processing of the 
received EVCC data is finished and the charging flow can be continued, this parameter needs to 
be explicitly set to '0' (Finished). 

Note: To avoid skipping of data, it is recommended to configure the EVSE Processing with '0' 
(Finished) after providing the last charging state specific parameters. 

For PnC offline mode it is not necessary to set the EVSE Processing parameter to "Finished" in 
the "Authentication" state. The authorization of the EV will be done automatically by the in-tech 
smart charging software. 
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8.4 Configuration and initialization of the charging software  

The basic SECC configuration is stored in path "/etc/secc/" within the JSON file "customer.json". 
The configuration is used to initialize the internal V2G charging parameters of the charging 
software and is automatically loaded before starting of a new charging session. 

 

The following table shows an overview of the default configuration: 

Software Configuration (found in file /etc/secc/customer.json) 

Parameter Description Type Default 
 

ports[0]/hlc_protocols List of supported high-level 
communication protocols. 
Possible values: 

DIN 70121: 
"urn:din:70121:2012", ISO 
15118: "urn:iso:15118:2:2013" 

Array of 
Strings 

DIN 70121, 
ISO 15118 

ports[0]/pluggable 
 

Indicates whether the charging 
cable is attached to the EVSE 
with a plug into a socket. Set to 
true when the charge port is 
equipped with a socket 
connector, i.e.  the cable is not 
fixed. Set to false when the 
charge port has a fixed cable. 
Only relevant for AC charging. 
 

Boolean false 

ports[0]/always_accept_cp_state_d Indicates whether an EV 
request for CP state D 
(ventilation) should always be 
accepted, even if there is no 
external ventilation available. 

Boolean false 

ports[0]/charging_type Specify the allowed charging 
types during a charging 
session. 
 

String highlevel 

ports[0]/highlevel_authentication_mode Specify the authentication 
mode for the high level 
charging session. In case 
charging type is basic this 
parameter doesn't have any 
effect. Possible values are: 
"eim", "pnc_offline", 
"pnc_online", "eim+pnc_offline" 
and "eim+pnc_online". 

String eim 

ports[0]/tls_security Controls how to handle 
encrypted communication. 
Possible values are: "prohibit", 
"allow" or "force" . This option 
must be set to "allow" or "force" 
for PnC mode. 

String prohibit 
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ports[0]/energy_transfer_modes List of supported energy 
transfer modes, i.e. how the 
slot's pins are connected to DC 
power supply. Usually only one 
list item is present, but in case 
the physical wiring allows 
multiple scenarios, it's possible 
to use them here. Possible list 
items are: "dc_core", 
"dc_extended", 
"dc_combo_core" and 
"dc_unique". Only "dc_core" 
and "dc_extended" are valid for 
DIN 70121 charging. 
 

Array of 
Strings 

dc_extended 

ports[0]/dc_supply/peak_current_ripple Provides the charger's peak 
current ripple. 

Int 0 (Unit: A, 
DC only) 

ports[0]/dc_supply/min_voltage_limit Provides the charger's 
minimum voltage limit. 

Int 0 (Unit: V, 
DC only) 

ports[0]/dc_supply/max_voltage_limit Provides the charger's 
maximum voltage limit. 

Int 0 (Unit: V, 
DC only) 

ports[0]/dc_supply/min_current_limit Provides the charger's 
minimum current limit. 

Int 0 (Unit: A, 
DC only) 

ports[0]/dc_supply/max_current_limit Provides the charger's 
maximum current limit. 

Int 0 (Unit: A, 
DC only) 

ports[0]/dc_supply/max_power_limit Provides the charger's 
maximum power limit per 
specification. This is the limit 
what the DC supply equipment 
is capable to provide to the EV 
in case all prerequisites are 
met. This value is usually 
defined by the charging station 
manufacturer according to the 
used DC supply. Typical values 
are for example 11000 for a 11 
kW DC supply. The charging 
stack internally determines the 
minimum of all power limits 
(grid_power_limit, 
max_power_limit and a limit 
set via MQTT for dynamic 
energy management purposes) 
during communication with the 
EV. 

Int 0 (optional, 
Unit: W, DC 
only) 
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ports[0]/dc_supply/grid_power_limit This parameter defines the 
maximum DC power which 
should be safe to use without 
triggering fuses on the AC side 
of the DC supply equipment. 
This value is usually defined by 
the electrician who installs the 
charging station. It is usually 
taken from charging station's 
user manual or DC supply user 
manual, since it must account 
for energy efficiency and power 
loss of the DC supply itself. The 
charging stack internally 
determines the minimum of all 
power limits (grid_power_limit, 
max_power_limit and a limit 
set via MQTT for dynamic 
energy management purposes) 
during communication with the 
EV. 

Int 0 (optional, 
Unit: W, DC 
only) 

can/enable Enables or disables the CAN 
protocol support of the charging 
stack. In particular, this must be 
disabled in case customers 
want to integrate their own CAN 
interface solution on Charge 
Control M. 

Boolean true 

can/baudrate This parameter defines the 
CAN baudrate in bit/s and 
refers to the rate at which data 
is transmitted on the network. 
Standard baudrates are 125000 
bit/s, 250000 bit/s, 500000 bit/s 
and 1000000 bit/s. Selecting a 
deviating baudrate can cause 
erratic behaviour on the 
network. 

Int 1000000 

Table 9 Basic SECC configuration file "customer.json" 

The internal initialization of the V2G parameters is completed by the charging software after 
sending of the "Init" state notification over CAN/MQTT. From this point on the initialization of at 
least the "Init" V2G parameter shall be done within three seconds over one of the charging 
interfaces (MQTT or CAN). After the "Init" state the initialization of the V2G charging parameters 
must be performed before reaching the corresponding charging state. For example, the V2G 
parameters of the "Parameter" state must be initialized before the "Parameter" state was notified 
over the charging interface. The value of the V2G parameter remains on default if it was not 
configured via the charging interface. A detailed description of the needed V2G parameters per 
charging state can be found in the respective interface description. 

Note: While configuring the interface, please consider the given value ranges of the V2G 
parameters. An incorrect configuration of the CAN or MQTT interfaces can lead to unexpected 
behaviour. 

Note: The charging software is buffering all V2G parameters internally. This means that the V2G 
parameter only needs to be updated over CAN or MQTT in case that the value has changed. This 
is strongly recommended, because a high load on the charging interface can lead to performance 
issues on the board and instabilities of the charging software. 
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The flow chart below shows a typical charging sequence with the charging states of an ISO/DIN 
charging session. 

 

Figure 9 Charge Flow for DC charging  
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9 MQTT and Mosquitto Documentation 

9.1 MQTT Interface and Configuration 

The charging software uses the MQTT protocol to exchange the charging information between 
the different charge control software clients. This section describes all necessary MQTT topics to 
control a charging session. The MQTT broker is available over the internal and external (Ethernet) 
interface. To implement an own MQTT client it is necessary to connect to the MQTT broker. The 
default configuration of the MQTT broker is: 

• MQTT_HOSTNAME: "localhost" (internal) or IPv4/IPv6 address of the board (external) 

• MQTT_PORT: 1883 

• MQTT_CHARGE PORT: "port0" 

If it is necessary to connect to the MQTT broker from an external device, consider using the 
charging service discovery as describe in the MQTT service discovery section. 

After establishing an MQTT connection to the local message broker it is possible to subscribe 
and publish to topics of the charging interface. The interface uses QoS level 0 for all MQTT 
messages. The published messages do not need to be retained. For external broker 
communication over the Ethernet interface it is recommended to use the "Last Will and 
Testament" (LWT) mechanism of MQTT (see Last Will and Testament), to handle a situation if 
the connection is closed unexpectedly. 

Charge Control products offers the possibility to provide several charging ports at only one 
charging station. Some topics definitions in this document use the charge port prefix “port0/” to 
open the way to distinguish between these different charge ports. This feature will be integrated 
in a future release of the charging software. As long as the feature is not supported by the 
charging software only “port0“ is accepted by the MQTT interface of the charging software. 

Most of the MQTT message content is a simple string encoded number. For example the content 
of topic TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_SESSIONID can be published as "1234567890". But there are also 
MQTT messages of message content type json string. In chapter Physical value type is an 
example for a json string definition. 

MQTT client libraries are available for a huge variety of programming languages (C/C++, C#, 
Java, etc.). 

For further information regarding MQTT there are several online guides: 

• MQTT Essentials 

• Understanding MQTT 

• Mosquitto API 

• Mosquitto man page 

 

9.2 MQTT Service Discovery 

In case it is necessary to interact with the MQTT broker in the Charge Control device from an 
external device, it might be a problem to know the IP address of the device, e.g. when DHCP 
client is enabled and the assigned IP address thus might change. For this, the Charge Control 
implements a network service to discover it on the LAN. The used approach is DNS-SD, also 
known as Zeroconf and/or Bonjour protocol. 

The DNS-SD announcements of a Charge Control device in the network uses the following 
service parameters: 

• Name: This is a product and device dependent string which is only intended to be human-
readable, e.g. to be shown in DNS-SD browsers etc. Do not use it for automatic processing 
by software. Usually, this string will be similar to e.g. "Charge Control M [00:01:87:01:02:03]”. 
Note: The MAC address presented in this string is always the MAC address of the wired 
Ethernet interface (even if the request was received from the mains PLC interface if present). 

https://www.hivemq.com/blog/mqtt-essentials-part-9-last-will-and-testament/
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• Service Type: 

• Name: _charge-control 

• Protocol: _tcp 

• Subtype: <none> 

• Port: This field will contain the port number on which the MQTT server listens on, usually 
1883. 

• Additional Text Records: 

• Serial Number: 

▪ Key: serial 

▪ Value: serial number of the Charge Control board as ASCII digits 

▪ Example: serial=123456789 

To look up all Charge Control devices on the network, just search for the mentioned service type, 
i.e. "_charge-control._tcp". Keep in mind that not even one single Charge Control device might 
be present on the network, so that your client might implement other means to choose the desired 
device. Also note, that later specifications could also specify additional text records, e.g. when a 
username and password is required to connect to the MQTT broker, or when the MQTT broker 
requires an encrypted connection etc. 

 

9.3 Topic level architecture  

As already mentioned, a charging session consists of consecutive charging states. These 
charging states are indicated by the MQTT interface via status topics. The status topics can be 
published with content "started" or "finished". For example, topic 
TOPIC_CHARGE_INIT_STATUS with content "started" indicates that the "Init" state has been 
reached. Status topics exist for each charging state. 

After receiving one of the status topics it is necessary to handle the state specific v2g charging 
parameters. The v2g parameters can hold EV or EVSE charging information. The charging 
information type is also indicated by the topic naming and can be "EV" or "EVSE". On EVSE side 
only topics of type "EVSE" are intended to be published to the in-tech smart charging interface. 
All topics of type "EV" are published by the in-tech smart charging interface. 

The charge status information of the MQTT message indicates which charging state the MQTT 
topic belongs to. The message type specifies the v2g charging parameter. The v2g charging 
parameter are described in detail in the charging standard ISO 15118 / DIN 70121. The first step 
after reaching a charging state is to analyze the received EVCC v2g parameters and then react 
according to the standard, with the help of the EVSE MQTT messages. 

The figure below shows the architecture of the MQTT topics. 

 

Figure 11 Structure of status topics 

Customers who want to develop an EVSE controller need to subscribe to topics which start with 
TOPIC_EV and TOPIC_CHARGE and publish topics which start with TOPIC_EVSE. 
TOPIC_CHARGE topics are intended to give the customer general information about the current 
charging state (e.g. CP-State or PWM state information). 
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9.4 MQTT Topics 

The MQTT interface provides most of the V2G charging parameter of a DIN/ISO charging session. The mandatory topics for DC charging are also 
described in the Best practice section. 

9.4.1 Topics indicating the actual status of the ongoing charge state 

Topic Definition 
 

Type Comment 

TOPIC_CHARGE_INIT_PROTOCOL 

"port0/ci/charge/init/protocol" 

string The value of this topic will either be "ISO 15118", "DIN 70121", "IEC 61851" 
or "NotSupported". 

TOPIC_CHARGE_INIT_STATUS 

"port0/ci/charge/init/status" 

string Topic which indicates the beginning or the end of the initialization phase of a 
high level charge compliant to ISO 15118 or DIN 70121. This includes the 
protocols SLAC, SDP, TCP and V2GTP from message 
SupportedAppProtocol until PaymentDetails (ISO 15118) or 
ServicePaymentSelection (DIN 70121). The value of this topic will either be 
"started" or "finished". 

TOPIC_CHARGE_AUTH_STATUS 

"port0/ci/charge/auth/status" 

string Topic which indicates the beginning or the end of the authentication phase of 
a high level charge compliant to ISO 15118 or DIN 70121. This includes the 
V2GTP message Authentication (ISO 15118) and ContractAuthentication 
(DIN 70121). The value of this topic will either be "started" or "finished". 

TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS 

"port0/ci/charge/parameter/status" 

string Topic which indicates the beginning or the end of the charge parameter 
discovery phase of a high level charge compliant to ISO 15118 or DIN 
70121. This includes the V2GTP message ChargeParameterDiscovery (ISO 
15118 and DIN 70121). The value of this topic will either be "started" or 
"finished". 

TOPIC_CHARGE_ISOLATION_STATUS 

"port0/ci/charge/isolation/status" 

string Topic which indicates the beginning or the end of the isolation check phase 
of a high level charge compliant to ISO 15118 or DIN 70121. This includes 
the V2GTP message CableCheck (ISO 15118 and DIN 70121). The value of 
this topic will either be "started" or "finished". 

TOPIC_CHARGE_PRECHARGE_STATUS 

"port0/ci/charge/precharge/status" 

string Topic which indicates the beginning or the end of the pre charge phase of a 
high level charge compliant to ISO 15118 or DIN 70121. This includes the 
V2GTP message PreCharge (ISO 15118 and DIN 70121). The value of this 
topic will either be "started" or "finished". 
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TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS 

"port0/ci/charge/charge/status" 

string Topic which indicates the beginning or the end of the charge phase of a high 
level charge compliant to ISO 15118 or DIN 70121. This includes the V2GTP 
messages PowerDelivery and CurrentDemand (DIN 70121) or 
PowerDelivery and CurrentDemand, ChargingStatus and 
MeteringReceipt (ISO 15118). The value of this topic will either be "started" 
or "finished". 

TOPIC_CHARGE_WELDING_STATUS 

"port0/ci/charge/welding/status" 

string Topic which indicates the beginning or the end of the welding detection 
phase of a high level charge compliant to ISO 15118 or DIN 70121. This 
includes the V2GTP message WeldingDetection (ISO 15118 and DIN 
70121). The value of this topic will either be "started" or "finished". 

TOPIC_CHARGE_STOP_STATUS 

"port0/ci/charge/stop/status" 

string Topic which indicates the beginning or the end of the session stop phase of 
a high level charge compliant to OppCharge. This includes the V2GTP 
message SessionStop (ISO 15118). The value of this topic will either be 
"started" or "finished". 

TOPIC_CHARGE_CP_STATUS 

"port0/ci/charge/cp/status" 

string Topic which indicates the current CP state. The possible values of this topic 
are the CP states according IEC61851 which are "A", "B", "C", "D", "E" or 
"F". 

TOPIC_CHARGE_PP_STATUS 

"port0/ci/charge/pp/status" 

enumeration 

0 - Unknown 
1 - Not_Connected 
2 - Connected 
3 - 
Connected_but_not_latched 

Topic which indicates the actual PP state of the socket. The value of this 
topic will be an enumeration of the possible PP states according IEC 
61851 which are "Unknown" (0), "Not_Connected" (1), "Connected" (2) or 
"Connected_but_not_latched" (3, Plug type Type1 specific). 

Note: Currently not implemented 

TOPIC_CHARGE_PWM_STATUS 

"port0/ci/charge/pwm/status" 

float 

min: 0, max: 100 

Topic which indicates the actual PWM duty cycle in %. The value of this topic 
will be the actual value between "0" and "100"%. 

TOPIC_CHARGE_TCP_STATUS 

"port0/ci/charge/tcp/status" 

enumeration 

0 - disconnected 
1 - tcp 
2 - tcp with tls 

Topic which indicates the actual status of the TCP connection between an 
EV and an EVSE. The value of this topic will either be "1" (tcp) or "2" (tcp 
with tls) if the connection was established and "0" otherwise. 
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TOPIC_CHARGE_PLUG_STATUS 

"port0/ci/charge/plug/status" 

string Topic which indicates the actual status of the plug lock on customers side. 
The value of this topic will either be "locked" or "unlocked" if the lock state 
can be detected. "unknown" when the lock state cannot be detected. 

Table 10 Topics of the actual status of the ongoing charge state 

 

9.4.2 Charging port independent topics 

Topic Definition Type Comment 

TOPIC_GLOBAL_VERSION_CHARGING_SOFTWARE 

"ci/global/version/charging_software" 

string 
 

Topic which provides the version of the charging software. The version will be 
published as a string (e.g. "0.7.0") after successfully booting of the board. This topic 
will be published with MQTT retain flag, thus the client will receive the topic 
immediately after subscribing. 

Table 11 Global topics for port independent configuration of the charging software 

 

9.4.3 Topics needed to install and manage the pki 

Topic Definition Type Comment 

TOPIC_PKI_CERTS_CPO 

"ci/pki/+/certs/cpo" 

json string 
 

certificateChainJsonArray [ 
"<base64_leaf_cert>", 
"<base64_sub_2_cert>", 
"<base64_sub_1_cert>", 
"<base64_root_cert>" ] 

Topic which must be provided to configure the certificate chain of the charge point 
owner (CPO). The certificate chain is used for setting up a TLS connection. 
Should be published once after the charging stack has started. The '+' character is 
a wildcard for v2g root pki index. The index starts with 0 and is limited to 9. The 
certificate chain will be transmitted in a json-array with base64 encoded array 
values. The json array must start with the leaf certificate. 

Note: This topic is only relevant for ISO PnC and ISO-EIM with TLS. For 
publications the wildcard must be filled with an v2g root pki index. 
 

TOPIC_PKI_CERTS_PROV 

"ci/pki/+/certs/prov" 

json string 
 

Topic which must be provided to configure the certificate chain for the certificate 
provisioning service of the EVSE. Should be published once after the charging 
stack has started. The '+' character is a wildcard for v2g root pki index. 
The index starts with 0 and is limited to 9. The certificate chain will be transmitted 
in a json-array with base64 encoded array values. The json array must start with 
the leaf certificate. 
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certificateChainJsonArray [ 
"<base64_leaf_cert>", 
"<base64_sub_2_cert>", 
"<base64_sub_1_cert>", 
"<base64_root_cert>" ] 

Note: This topic is only relevant for ISO PnC offline mode. For publications the 
wildcard must be filled with an v2g root pki index. 
 

TOPIC_PKI_CERTS_OEM 

"ci/pki/+/certs/oem" 

json string 
 

certificateChainJsonArray [ 
"<base64_leaf_cert>", 
"<base64_sub_2_cert>", 
"<base64_sub_1_cert>", 
"<base64_root_cert>" ] 

Topic which must be provided to configure the certificate chain for the certificate 
provisioning service of the EV. Should be published once after the charging stack 
has started. The '+' character is a wildcard for v2g root pki index. 
The index starts with 0 and is limited to 9. The certificate chain will be transmitted 
in a json-array with base64 encoded array values. The json array must start with 
the leaf certificate. 

Note: This topic is only relevant for ISO PnC offline mode. For publications the 
wildcard must be filled with an v2g root pki index. 
 

TOPIC_PKI_CERTS_CONT 

"ci/pki/+/certs/cont" 

json string 
 

contractChainJsonObject { "pcid": 
"INTECHSC-00000001", "certs": [ 
"<base64_leaf_cert>", 
"<base64_sub_2_cert>", 
"<base64_sub_1_cert>", 
"<base64_root_cert>" ] } 

Topic which must be provided to configure the certificate chain for the contract 
authorization. Should be published once after the charging stack has started. The 
'+' character is a wildcard for v2g root pki index. The index starts with 0 and is 
limited to 9. The certificate chain will be transmitted in a json-array with base64 
encoded array values. 
The json array must start with the leaf certificate. 

Note: This topic is only relevant for ISO PnC For publications the wildcard must be 
filled with an v2g root pki index. 
 

TOPIC_PKI_KEYS_CPO 

"ci/pki/+/keys/cpo" 

string 
 

"<base64_key>" 

Topic which must be provided to configure the private key of the CPO leaf 
certificate. Should be published once after the charging stack has started. The '+' 
character is a wildcard for v2g root pki index. The index starts with 0 and is limited 
to 9. 

Note: The key file must be base64 encoded. This topic is only relevant for ISO 
PnC and ISO-EIM with TLS. For publications the wildcard must be filled with an 
v2g root pki index. 
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TOPIC_PKI_KEYS_PROV 

"ci/pki/+/keys/prov" 

string 
 

"<base64_key>" 

Topic which must be provided to configure the private key of the provisioning leaf 
certificate of the EVSE. Should be published once after the charging stack has 
started. The '+' character is a wildcard for v2g root pki index. The index starts with 
0 and is limited to 9. 

Note: The key file must be base64 encoded. This topic is only relevant for ISO 
PnC offline mode. For publications the wildcard must be filled with an v2g root pki 
index. 
 

TOPIC_PKI_KEYS_OEM 

"ci/pki/+/keys/oem" 

string 

"<base64_key>" 

Topic which must be provided to configure the private key of the provisioning leaf 
certificate of the EV. Should be published once after the charging stack has 
started. The '+' character is a wildcard for v2g root pki index. The index starts with 
0 and is limited to 9. 

Note: The key file must be base64 encoded. This topic is only relevant for ISO 
PnC offline mode. For publications the wildcard must be filled with an v2g root pki 
index. 
 

TOPIC_PKI_KEYS_CONT 

"ci/pki/+/keys/cont" 

json string 
 

contractKeyJsonObject { "pcid": 
"INTECHSC-00000001", "key": 
"<base64_key>" } 

Topic which must be provided to configure the private key of the contract leaf 
certificate. Should be published once after the charging stack has started. The '+' 
character is a wildcard for v2g root pki index. The index starts with 0 and is limited 
to 9. 

Note: The key file must be base64 encoded. This topic is only relevant for ISO 
PnC. For publications the wildcard must be filled with an v2g root pki index. 
 

TOPIC_PKI_KEYS_PW 

"ci/pki/+/keys/pw" 

string 
 

Topic which must be provided to set the password for private key files of a specific 
v2g root pki. The password length is limited to 20 characters. The '+' character is a 
wildcard for v2g root pki index. The index starts with 0 and is limited to 9. 

Note: This topic is only relevant for ISO PnC and ISO-EIM with TLS. This topic 
can only be subsribed. For publications the wildcard must be filled with an v2g root 
pki index. 
 

Table 12 Topics needed to install and manage the pki 
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9.4.4 Topics of the initialization state 

Topic Definition Type Comment 

TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_SESSIONID 

"port0/ci/evse/init/sessionid" 

unsigned integer 
 

min: 0, max: 264-1 

Topic which provides the SessionID of the actual charging 
session. Will be or should be published at the very 
beginning of the high level charge, at least after the TCP 
status changes to "1". 

Note: In the DIN70121 communication this parameter can 
be left to "0". 

TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_EVSEID 

"port0/ci/evse/init/evseid" 

string 
 

Topic which provides the EVSEID of the actual charger. Will 
be or should be published at the very beginning of the high 
level charge, at least after the TCP status changes to "1". 

Note: In the DIN70121 communication this parameter can 
be left to "0". 

TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_DATETIMENOW 

"port0/ci/evse/init/datetimenow" 

integer 
 

min: -232, max: 232-1 

Current time stamp of the charger. Format is “Unix Time 
Stamp” (i.e. the number of seconds since 1st January 
1970). Is used for the synchronization of the internal time. Is 
transmitted to the EV for the validation of PNC 
certificates. Will be or should be published at the very 
beginning of the high level charge, at least after the TCP 
status changes to "1". 

Note: This topic is only relevant for ISO PnC. 

TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_PAYMENTOPTIONS 

"port0/ci/evse/init/paymentoptions" 

json string 
 

paymentOptionJsonObject { 
"PaymentOption0": int, 
"PaymentOption1": int } 

Topic which provides the payment options of the actual 
charger. Will be or should be published at the very 
beginning of the high level charge, at least after the TCP 
status changes to "1". Preconfigured to "ExternalPayment" 
('1'). 
 

Note: Following enumeration table "paymentOptionType" 
ISO 15118-2. In the DIN70121 communication only the first 
payment option will be regarded and shall be 
"ExternalPayment" ('1'). 
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TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_CHARGESERVICE 

"port0/ci/evse/init/chargeservice" 

json string 
 

chargeServiceJsonObject { 
"ServiceID": int, "ServiceName": 
"Name_of_the_Service", 
"ServiceCategory": int, 
"ServiceScope": 
"Name_of_the_ServiceScope", 
"FreeService": bool, 
"SupportedEnergyTransferType0": int 
"SupportedEnergyTransferType1": int 
"SupportedEnergyTransferType2": int 
"SupportedEnergyTransferType3": int 
"SupportedEnergyTransferType4": int } 

Topic which provides the charge services of the actual 
charger. Will be or should be published at the very 
beginning of the high level charge, at least after the TCP 
status changes to "1". Preconfigured to '1'. 
 

Note: In the DIN70121 communication ServiceName and 
ServiceScope will be ignored. The 
SupportedEnergyTransferType0 is the only considered 
SupportedEnergyTransferType and shall either be 
"DC_core" or "DC_extended". 
So as an example for a DIN70121 compliant ChargeService 
the customers string will look like: ServiceID = 1, 
ServiceCategory = "EVCharging", FreeService = "true", 
SupportedEnergyTransferType0 = "DC_extended" which 
then is to be subscribed like: 

chargeServiceJsonObject { "ServiceID": 1, 
"ServiceCategory": 0, "FreeService": true, 
"SupportedEnergyTransferType0": 3 } 

In the ISO 15118 communication the customer can enter up 
to 5 different SupportedEnergyTransferTypes. In the ISO 
15118 communication the ServiceID for the 
ServiceCategory "EVCharging" must be set to '1'. 

TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_SERVICELIST 

"port0/ci/evse/init/servicelist" 

json string 
 

serviceListJsonObject { "ServiceID": 
int, "ServiceName": 
"Name_of_the_Service", 
"ServiceCategory": int, 
"ServiceScope": 
"Name_of_the_ServiceScope", 
"FreeService": bool, 
"ParameterSetID0": int 
"ParameterSetID1": int } 

Topic which provides the additional services of the charger 
beside the charge service. Will be or should be published at 
the very beginning of the high level charge, at least after the 
TCP status changes to "1". 
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Note: So as an example for a ISO 15118 compliant 
certificate service the customers string will look like: 
ServiceID = 2, ServiceCategory = "ContractCertificate" ('2'), 
FreeService = "true", ParameterSetID0 = "Installation" ('1') 
which then is to be subscribed like: 
chargeServiceJsonObject { "ServiceID": 1, 
"ServiceCategory": 2, "FreeService": true, 
"ParameterSetID0": 1 } 
The service parameter list for the certificate services of ISO 
15118 is automatically configured by sending 
the ParameterSetID for the Installation Service ('1') or 
Update Service ('2'). The Certificate Update Service of ISO 
15118 is currently not supported. 

TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_SERVICEPARAMETERLIST 

"port0/ci/evse/init/serviceparameterlist" 

json string 
 

Topic which provides the parameter of additional services of 
the charger beside the charge service. This will be important 
when an EV requests details to the additional service in the 
ServiceDetail request. Will be or should be published at the 
very beginning of the high level charge, at least after the 
TCP status changes to "1". Currently not supported 

Table 13 EVSE specific topics of the initialization state 

 

Topic Definition Type 
 

Comment 

TOPIC_EV_INIT_EVCCID 

"port0/ci/ev/init/evccid" 

integer 

min: 0 max: 264-1 
 

Topic which provides the EVCCID of the actual charging session. It is 
usually the MAC address of the EV. Will be or should be published at 
the very beginning of the high level charge, at least after the TCP 
status changes to "1". 
 

Note: The maximum value in ISO 15118 is  248-1. 

TOPIC_EV_INIT_DATETIMENOW 

"port0/ci/ev/init/datetimenow" 

integer 
 

min: 0 max: 232-1 
 

Topic which provides the actual date and time of the EV in 
milliseconds from epoch. Should be published at the very beginning of 
the high level charge. 
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TOPIC_EV_INIT_SERVICESCOPE 

"port0/ci/ev/init/servicescope" 

string 
 

Topic which provides the scope of the EV´s service discovery. Will be 
or should be published from the beginning of the parameter phase of 
the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_INIT_STATUS. 

Note: In the DIN70121 communication this element will not be used. 
 

TOPIC_EV_INIT_SERVICECATEGORY 

"port0/ci/ev/init/servicecategory" 

enumeration 
 

following the enumeration of 
serviceCategoryType of ISO 
15118-2 
 

Topic which provides the scope of the EV´s service discovery. Will be 
or should be published from the beginning of the parameter phase of 
the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_INIT_STATUS. 

Note: In the DIN70121 communication this element must be set to 
"EVCharging" (0). 
 

TOPIC_EV_INIT_SELECTEDSERVICEID 

"port0/ci/ev/init/selectedserviceid" 

integer 
 

min: 0, max: 216-1 

Topic which provides the EV´s selected service ID. Will be or should 
be published from the beginning of the parameter phase of the charge 
which can be indicated using TOPIC_CHARGE_INIT_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EV_INIT_SELECTEDPAYMENTOPTION 

"port0/ci/ev/init/selectedpaymentoption" 

enumeration 
 

0 - Contract (ISO PnC) 
1 - ExternalPayment 

Topic which provides the EV´s selected payment option. Will be or 
should be published from the beginning of the parameter phase of the 
charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_INIT_STATUS. 

Table 14 EV specific topics of the initialization state 

 

9.4.5 Topics of the authentication state 

Topic Definition Type Comment 

TOPIC_EVSE_AUTH_EVSEPROCESSING 

"port0/ci/evse/auth/evseprocessing" 

enumeration 
 

following the enumeration of 
EVSEProcessing of ISO 15118-2 

Topic which provides the actual status of the authentication of 
the user at the charger. Will be or should be published from 
the beginning of the auth state of the charge which can be 
indicated using TOPIC_CHARGE_AUTH_STATUS. 
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0 - Finished 
1 - Ongoing 
2 - 
Ongoing_WaitingForCustomerInteraction 

Note: In the DIN70121 communication the value 
"Ongoing_WaitingForCustomerInteraction" does not exist and 
will be defaulted to 1 = "Ongoing". 
 

TOPIC_EVSE_AUTH_ERROR 

"port0/ci/evse/auth/error" 

bool 

0 - no error 
1 - error 
 

Topic which indicates if an error occurred while the charger 
tries to authenticate the user. Will be or should be published 
from the beginning of the auth state of the charge which can 
be indicated using TOPIC_CHARGE_AUTH_STATUS. 

Note: If this topic is sent with payload containing '1' the charge 
will be aborted immediately. 
 

Table 15 EVSE specific topics of the authentication state 

 

Topic Definition Type Comment 

TOPIC_EVSE_AUTH_EVSEPROCESSING 

"port0/ci/ev/auth/certinstallexireq" 

string 

base64 encoded v2g message 
body 
 

Topic which provides the raw CertificateInstallationReq message from 
the EV. Will be or should be published from the beginning of the auth 
phase of the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_AUTH_STATUS. 

Note: This topic is only relevant for ISO PnC. 

TOPIC_EV_AUTH_EMAID 

port0/ci/ev/auth/emaid" 

string 
 

min: 15 max: 16 

Topic which provides the identifier of the charging contract at the 
very beginning of the authentication phase which can be indicated 
using TOPIC_CHARGE_AUTH_STATUS. 

Note: This topic is only relevant for ISO PnC. 

TOPIC_EV_AUTH_CONTRACTCERTCHAIN 

"port0/ci/ev/auth/contractcertchain" 

json string 
 

certificateChainJsonObject { [ 
"<base64_leaf_cert>", 
"<base64_sub_2_cert>", 
"<base64_sub_1_cert>" ] } 

Topic which provides the contract certificate and optional sub 
certificates at the very beginning of the authentication phase. These 
certificates will be used to authorize a PnC charging session. The 
json array starts with the leaf certificate. Will be or should be 
published from the beginning of the auth phase of the charge which 
can be indicated using TOPIC_CHARGE_AUTH_STATUS. 

Note: This topic is only relevant for ISO PnC. 

Table 16 EV specific topics of the authentication state 
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9.4.6 Topics of the parameter discovery state 

Topic Definition Type Comment 

TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_EVSEPROCESSING 

"port0/ci/evse/parameter/evseprocessing" 

enumeration 
 

following the enumeration of 
"EVSEProcessingType" of ISO 
15118-2 
 

0 - Finished 
1 - Ongoing 
2 - 
Ongoing_WaitingForCustomerIntera
ction 

Topic which provides the actual status of the parameter 
discovery of the charger. Will be or should be published 
from the beginning of the parameter state of the charge 
which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_SASCHEDULELIST 

"port0/ci/evse/parameter/saschedulelist" 

json string 
 

sascheduleListJsonObject: { 
"SAScheduleTupleID" : int, "Start" : 
[int, ...], "Duration" : int, 
"PMax" : [int, ...], "PMaxMultiplier" : 
[int, ...] } 

Topic which provides the charging schedule list of the 
charger. Will be or should be published from the 
beginning of the parameter state of the charge which can 
be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 

Note: In the DIN70121 schedules are not fully supported, 
so it will be predefined by a static internal configuration. 
So as an example for a ISO 15118 compliant schedule 
the customers string will look like: SAScheduleTupleID = 
"1", Start = "0" (start of the actual time interval in seconds 
from now), Duration = "86400" (24 hours in seconds), 
PMax = "50", PMaxMultiplier ="3" (in Watt, depends on 
chargers power limit). 
sascheduleListJsonObject: { "SAScheduleTupleID" : 1, 
"Start" : [0], "Duration" : 86400, "PMax" : [50], 
"PMaxMultiplier" : [3] } 
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In the ISO 15118 communication the PMax value is 
transmitted in W, so in this case the according multiplier is 
to be regarded too. A schedule list consists of maximum 5 
relative time intervals defined by the start point (Start) and 
a max power (PMax * 10^PMaxMultiplier) array. The 
duration of the last element of the Start array will be 
definied by the Duration value. ISO 15118 supports up to 
3 different SA-Schedule-Tuples and each SA-schedule-
tuple needs a specific SAScheduleTupleID (Value 
between 1-255). So this topic can be published up to 3 
times and each message can contain up to 5 max 
power/time 
entries. TOPIC_EV_PARAMETER_MAXSASCHEDULET
UPLES provides the maximum number of entries in one 
SA-schedule-tuple. 

 
 

TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_SALESTARIFF 

"port0/ci/evse/parameter/salestariff" 

json string 
 

Topic which provides the SalesTariffs of the energy 
provider. Will be or should be published from the 
beginning of the parameter state of the charge which can 
be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 
 

Note: Currently not supported 
 

TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_MAXVOLTAGELIMIT 

"port0/ci/evse/parameter/maxvoltagelimit" 

json string 
 

physical_value_json_object { 
"Multiplier" : byte, "Value" : short } 

Topic which provides the chargers maximum voltage limit 
in the parameter discovery state of the charge. Will be or 
should be published from the beginning of the parameter 
state of the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. Correlates 
with json parameter max_voltage_limit see Basic SECC 
configuration. If the value in the json file is configured and 
valid, this doesn´t need to be published any more. 
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TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_MAXCURRENTLIMIT 

"port0/ci/evse/parameter/maxcurrentlimit" 

json string 
 

physical_value_json_object { 
"Multiplier" : byte, "Value" : short } 

Topic which provides the chargers maximum current limit 
in the parameter discovery state of the charge. Will be or 
should be published from the beginning of the parameter 
state of the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. Correlates 
with json parameter max_current_limit see Basic SECC 
configuration. If the value in the json file is configured and 
valid, this doesn´t need to be published anymore. 

TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_MAXPOWERLIMIT 

"port0/ci/evse/parameter/maxpowerlimit" 

json string 

physical_value_json_object { 
"Multiplier" : byte, "Value" : short } 
 

Topic which provides the chargers maximum power limit 
in the parameter discovery state of the charge. Will be or 
should be published from the beginning of the parameter 
state of the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. Correlates 
with json parameter max_power_limit see Basic SECC 
configuration. If the value in the json file is configured and 
valid, this doesn´t need to be published anymore. 

TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_MINCURRENTLIMIT 

"port0/ci/evse/parameter/mincurrentlimit" 

json string 
 

physical_value_json_object { 
"Multiplier" : byte, "Value" : short } 

Topic which provides the chargers minimum current limit 
in the parameter discovery state of the charge. Will be or 
should be published from the beginning of the parameter 
state of the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. Correlates 
with json parameter min_current_limit see Basic SECC 
configuration. If the value in the json file is configured and 
valid, this doesn´t need to be published anymore. 

TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_MINVOLTAGELIMIT 

"port0/ci/evse/parameter/minvoltagelimit" 

json string 
 

physical_value_json_object { 
"Multiplier" : byte, "Value" : short } 

Topic which provides the chargers minimum voltage limit 
in the parameter discovery state of the charge. Will be or 
should be published from the beginning of the parameter 
state of the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. Correlates 
with json parameter min_voltage_limit see Basic SECC 
configuration. If the value in the json file is configured and 
valid, this doesn´t need to be published anymore. 
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TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_CURRENTREGTOLER
ANCE 

"port0/ci/evse/parameter/currentregulationtolerance" 

json string 
 

physical_value_json_object { 
"Multiplier" : byte, "Value" : short } 

Topic which provides the chargers current regulation 
tolerance in the parameter discovery state of the charge. 
Will be or should be published from the beginning of the 
parameter state of the charge which can be indicated 
using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_PEAKCURRENTRIPP
LE 

"port0/ci/evse/parameter/peakcurrentripple" 

json string 
 

physical_value_json_object { 
"Multiplier" : byte, "Value" : short } 

Topic which provides the chargers peak current ripple in 
the parameter discovery state of the charge. Will 
be or should be published from the beginning of the 
parameter state of the charge which can be indicated 
using TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 
Correlates with json parameter peak_current_ripple 
see Basic SECC configuration. If the value in the json file 
is configured and valid, this doesn´t need to be published 
anymore. 

TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_ENERGYTOBEDELIV
ERED 

"port0/ci/evse/parameter/energytobedelivered" 

json string 
 

physical_value_json_object { 
"Multiplier" : byte, "Value" : short } 

Topic which provides the chargers energy to be delivered 
in the parameter discovery state of the charge. Will be or 
should be published from the beginning of the parameter 
state of the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_NOTIFICATIONMAXD
ELAY 

"port0/ci/evse/parameter/notificationmaxdelay" 

unsigned integer 
 

min: 0, max: 232-1 

Topic which provides the notification max delay in 
seconds when the EVCC has to react on the requested 
notification in the parameter discovery state of the charge. 
Will be or should be published from the beginning of the 
parameter state of the charge which can be indicated 
using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 

Note: In the scope of the DIN70121 this element will not 
be used. 
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TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_NOTIFICATION 

"port0/ci/evse/parameter/notification" 

enumeration 
 

following enumeration table of 
"EVSENotificationType" of ISO 
15118-2 

Topic which provides the chargers notification in the 
parameter discovery state of the charge. Will be or should 
be published from the beginning of the parameter state of 
the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 

Note: In the scope of the DIN70121 this element shall 
always be set to "None" (0). 
 

TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_ISOLATIONSTATUS 

"port0/ci/evse/parameter/isolationstatus" 

enumeration 
 

following enumeration table of 
"isolationLevelType" of ISO 15118-2 

0 - Invalid 
1 - Valid 
2 - Warning 
3 - Fault 
4 - No_IMD 

Topic which provides the chargers isolation status in the 
parameter discovery state of the charge. Will be or should 
be published from the beginning of the parameter state of 
the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 

Note: In the scope of the DIN70121 this element shall be 
set to "Invalid" (0) here. 
 

TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_STATUSCODE 

"port0/ci/evse/parameter/statuscode" 

enumeration 
 

following enumeration table of 
"DC_EVSEStatusCodeType" of ISO 
15118-2 

0 - NotReady 
1 - Ready 
2 - Shutdown 
3 - UtilityInterruptEvent 
4 - IsolationMonitoringActive 
5 - EmergencyShutdown 
6 - Malfunction 

Topic which provides the chargers status in the parameter 
discovery state of the charge. Will be or should be 
published from the beginning of the parameter state of the 
charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 

Note: In the scope of the DIN70121 this element shall be 
set to "EVSE_NotReady" (0) here. 
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TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_NOMINALVOLTAGE 

"port0/ci/evse/parameter/nominalvoltage" 

json string 
 

physical_value_json_object { 
"Multiplier" : byte, "Value" : short } 

Topic which provides the chargers nominal line voltage in 
the parameter discovery state of the charge. Will be or 
should be published from the beginning of the parameter 
state of the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 

Note: This topic is only relevant while AC charging. 
 

TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_RCD 

"port0/ci/evse/parameter/rcd" 

bool 
 

0 - no error 
1 - error 

Topic which provides the chargers status of the Residual 
Current Device in the parameter discovery state of the 
charge. Will be or should be published from the beginning 
of the parameter state of the charge which can be 
indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 

Note: In the scope of the DIN70121 this element will not 
be used. This topic is only relevant while AC charging. 
 

Table 17 EVSE specific topics of the parameter discovery state 

 

Topic Definition Type Comment 

TOPIC_EV_PARAMETER_MAXSASCHEDULETUPLES 

"port0/ci/ev/parameter/maxsascheduletuples" 

unsigned integer 

min: 0, max: 216-1 

Topic which provides the actual status of the 
parameter discovery of the charger. Will be or 
should be published from the beginning of the 
parameter state of the charge which can be 
indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 

Note: Optional in ISO 15118. In the DIN70121 
communication this element will not be used. 
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TOPIC_EV_PARAMETER_REQUESTEDENERGYTYPE 

"port0/ci/ev/parameter/requestedenergytype" 

enumeration 
 

Following enumeration table 
"energyTransferType" ISO 15118-2 

0 - AC_single_phase_core 
1 - AC_three_phase_core 
2 - DC_core 
3 - DC_extended 
4 - DC_combo_core 
5 - DC_unique 
 

Topic which provides the EV´s requested energy 
transfer type. Will be or should be published from 
the beginning of the parameter phase of the 
charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 

Note: In the DIN 70121 communication this 
element shall either be "DC_core" or 
"DC_extended" depending on what the EVSE is 
offering using 
TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_CHARGESERVICE. 
 

TOPIC_EV_PARAMETER_DEPARTURETIME 

"port0/ci/ev/parameter/departuretime" 

unsigned integer 
 

min: 0, max: 232-1 

Topic which provides the intended departure time 
of the EV in seconds from the point in time when 
sending the according message. Will be or should 
be published from the beginning of the parameter 
phase of the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 

Note: In the DIN70121 communication this element 
will not be used. 
 

TOPIC_EV_PARAMETER_EAMOUNT 

"port0/ci/ev/parameter/eamount" 

json string 
 

physical_value_json_object 
{ "Multiplier" : byte, "Value" : short } 

Topic which provides the estimated amount of 
energy the EV will consume in the upcoming 
charge. Will be or should be published from the 
beginning of the parameter phase of the charge 
which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 

Note: This element is only relevant for AC charging 
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TOPIC_EV_PARAMETER_MAXVOLTAGELIMIT 

"port0/ci/ev/parameter/maxvoltagelimit" 

json string 
 

physical_value_json_object 
{ "Multiplier" : byte, "Value" : short } 

Topic which provides the maximum voltage limit 
supported by the EV in the parameter discovery 
phase of the charge. Will be or should be 
published from the beginning of the parameter 
phase of the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EV_PARAMETER_MAXCURRENTLIMIT 

"port0/ci/ev/parameter/maxcurrentlimit" 

json string 
 

physical_value_json_object 
{ "Multiplier" : byte, "Value" : short } 

Topic which provides the EVs maximum current 
limit supported by the EV in the 
parameter discovery phase of the charge. Will be 
or should be published from the beginning of the 
parameter phase of the charge which can be 
indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EV_PARAMETER_MINCURRENTLIMIT 

"port0/ci/ev/parameter/mincurrentlimit" 

json string 
 

physical_value_json_object 
{ "Multiplier" : byte, "Value" : short } 

Topic which provides the chargers minimum 
current limit in the parameter discovery state of the 
charge. Will be or should be published from the 
beginning of the parameter state of the charge 
which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 
 

TOPIC_EV_PARAMETER_MAXPOWERLIMIT 

"port0/ci/ev/parameter/maxpowerlimit" 

json string 

physical_value_json_object 
{ "Multiplier" : byte, "Value" : short } 

Topic which provides the EVs maximum power 
limit supported by the EV in the parameter 
discovery phase of the charge. Will be or should 
be published from the beginning of the parameter 
phase of the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EV_PARAMETER_READY 

"port0/ci/ev/parameter/ready" 

bool 
 

0 - false 
1 - true 

Topic which provides if the EV is ready to charge 
generally. Will be or should be published from the 
beginning of the parameter phase of the 
charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 

Note: This element is only relevant for DC charging 
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TOPIC_EV_PARAMETER_CABINCONDITIONING 

"port0/ci/ev/parameter/cabinconditioning" 

bool 
 

0 - false 
1 - true 

Topic which provides if the EV is using energy 
from the DC supply to heat or cool the passenger 
compartment. Will be or should be published from 
the beginning of the parameter phase of the 
charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 

Note: In the ISO 15118 communication this 
element does not exist. 
 

TOPIC_EV_PARAMETER_RESSCONDITIONING 

"port0/ci/ev/parameter/ressconditioning" 

bool 
 

0 - false 
1 - true 

Topic which provides if the EV is using energy 
from the DC supply to condition the RESS to a 
target temperature. Will be or should be published 
from the beginning of the parameter phase of the 
charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 

Note: In the ISO 15118 communication this 
element does not exist. 
 

TOPIC_EV_PARAMETER_ERRORCODE 

"port0/ci/ev/parameter/errorcode" 

enumeration 
 

Following enumeration table 
"DC_EVErrorCodeType" ISO 15118-2 

Topic which provides the EV internal status. Will 
be or should be published from the beginning of 
the parameter phase of the charge which can be 
indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 
Usually configured to no error ('0'). 
 

Note: Following enumeration table 
"DC_EVErrorCodeType" ISO 15118-2 
 

TOPIC_EV_PARAMETER_RESSSOC 

"port0/ci/ev/parameter/resssoc" 

unsigned integer 
 

min: 0, max: 100 

Topic which provides the EV´s state of charge of 
the battery. Will be or should be published from the 
beginning of the parameter phase of the 
charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 
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Note: This element is only relevant for DC charging 
 

TOPIC_EV_PARAMETER_ENERGYCAPACITY 

"port0/ci/ev/parameter/energycapacity" 

json string 
 

physical_value_json_object { "Multiplier" 
: byte, "Value" : short } 

Topic which provides the energy capacity of the 
EV in the parameter discovery phase of the 
charge. Will be or should be published from the 
beginning of the parameter phase of the 
charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 

Note: This element is only relevant for DC charging 
 

TOPIC_EV_PARAMETER_ENERGYREQUEST 

"port0/ci/ev/parameter/energyrequest" 

json string 
 

energyRequestJsonObject { "Multiplier" : 
byte, "Value" : short } 

Topic which provides the amount of energy the EV 
will request from the charger in the parameter 
discovery phase of the charge. Will be or should 
be published from the beginning of the parameter 
phase of the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 

Note: This element is only relevant for DC charging 
 

TOPIC_EV_PARAMETER_FULLSOC 

"port0/ci/ev/parameter/fullsoc" 

unsigned integer 
 

min: 0, max: 100 

Topic which provides the EV´s full state of charge 
of the battery. Will be or should be published from 
the beginning of the parameter phase of the 
charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 

Note: This element is only relevant for DC charging 
 

TOPIC_EV_PARAMETER_BULKSOC 

"port0/ci/ev/parameter/bulksoc" 

unsigned integer 
 

min: 0, max: 100 

Topic which provides the EV´s bulk state of charge 
of the battery. Will be or should be published from 
the beginning of the parameter phase of the 
charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS. 

Note: This element is only relevant for DC charging 
 

Table 18 EV specific topics of the parameter discovery state 
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9.4.7 Topics of the isolation state 

Topic Definition Type Comment 

TOPIC_EVSE_ISOLATION_EVSEPROCESSING 

"port0/ci/evse/isolation/evseprocessing" 

enumeration 
 

following the enumeration of 
EVSEProcessing of ISO 15118-2 

0 - Finished 
1 - Ongoing 
2 - 
Ongoing_WaitingForCustomerInteraction 

Topic which provides the actual status of the 
isolation check of the charger. Will be or should 
be published from the beginning of the isolation 
state of the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_ISOLATION_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EVSE_ISOLATION_NOTIFICATIONMAXDELAY 

"port0/ci/evse/isolation/notificationmaxdelay" 

unsigned integer 
 

min: 0, max: 232-1 

Topic which provides the notification max delay in 
seconds when the EVCC has to react on the 
requested notification in the isolation check state 
of the charge. Will be or should be published from 
the beginning of the isolation state of the charge 
which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_ISOLATION_STATUS. 

Note: In the scope of the DIN70121 this element 
will not be used. 
 

TOPIC_EVSE_ISOLATION_NOTIFICATION 

"port0/ci/evse/isolation/notification" 

enumeration 
 

following enumeration table 
"EVSENotificationType" ISO 15118-2 

Topic which provides the charger's notification in 
the isolation check state of the charge. Will be or 
should be published from the beginning of the 
isolation state of the charge which can be 
indicated 
using TOPIC_CHARGE_ISOLATION_STATUS. 

Note: In the scope of the DIN70121 this element 
shall always be set to "None" (0). 
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TOPIC_EVSE_ISOLATION_ISOLATIONSTATUS 

"port0/ci/evse/isolation/isolationstatus" 

enumeration 
 

following enumeration table 
"isolationLevelType" ISO 15118-2 

0 - Invalid 
1 - Valid 
2 - Warning 
3 - Fault 
4 - No_IMD 

Topic which provides the charger's isolation status 
in the isolation check state of the charge. Will be 
or should be published from the beginning of the 
isolation state of the charge which can be 
indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_ISOLATION_STATUS. 

Note: In the scope of the DIN 70121 this element 
shall be set to "Valid" (1) if the isolation check was 
successful. 
 

TOPIC_EVSE_ISOLATION_STATUSCODE 

"port0/ci/evse/isolation/statuscode" 

enumeration 
 

following enumeration table 
"DC_EVSEStatusCodeType" ISO 15118-
2 

0 - NotReady 
1 - Ready 
2 - Shutdown 
3 - UtilityInterruptEvent 
4 - IsolationMonitoringActive 
5 - EmergencyShutdown 
6 - Malfunction 

Topic which provides the charger's status in the 
isolation check state of the charge. Will be or 
should be published from the beginning of the 
isolation state of the charge which can be 
indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_ISOLATION_STATUS. 

Note: In the scope of the DIN70121 this element 
shall be set to "EVSE_IsolationMonitoringActive" 
(4) while the isolation check is not finished. If the 
isolation check is finished without errors the status 
code shall be set to "EVSE_Ready" (1). 
 

Table 19 EVSE specific topics of the isolation state 

 

Topic Definition Type Comment 

TOPIC_EV_ISOLATION_READY 

"port0/ci/ev/isolation/ready" 

bool 
 

0 - false 
1 - true 

Topic which provides if the EV is ready to charge generally. Will be or 
should be published from the beginning of the isolation phase of the 
charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_ISOLATION_STATUS. 

Note: This element is only relevant for DC charging 
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TOPIC_EV_ISOLATION_CABINCONDITIONING 

"port0/ci/ev/isolation/cabinconditioning" 

bool 
 

0 - false 
1 - true 

Topic which provides if the EV is using energy from the DC supply to 
heat or cool the passenger compartment. Will be or should be 
published from the beginning of the isolation phase of the 
charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_ISOLATION_STATUS. 

Note: In the scope of the DIN70121 this element will not be used. In 
the ISO 15118 communication this element does not exist. 

 
 

TOPIC_EV_ISOLATION_RESSCONDITIONING 

"port0/ci/ev/isolation/ressconditioning" 

bool 
 

0 - false 
1 - true 

Topic which provides if the EV is using energy from the DC supply to 
condition the RESS to a target temperature. Will be or should be 
published from the beginning of the isolation phase of the 
charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_ISOLATION_STATUS. 

Note: In the scope of the DIN70121 this element shall always be set 
to "false" (0). In the ISO 15118 communication this element does not 
exist. 
 

TOPIC_EV_ISOLATION_ERRORCODE 

"port0/ci/ev/isolation/errorcode" 

enumeration 

Following enumeration table 
"DC_EVErrorCodeType" ISO 
15118-2 

Topic which provides the EV internal status. Will be or should be 
published from the beginning of the isolation phase of the 
charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_ISOLATION_STATUS. 

Note: Following enumeration table "DC_EVErrorCodeType" ISO 
15118-2. This element is only relevant for DC charging 

 

TOPIC_EV_ISOLATION_RESSSOC 

"port0/ci/ev/isolation/resssoc" 

unsigned integer 
 

min: 0, max: 100 

Topic which provides the EV´s state of charge of the battery. Will be 
or should be published from the beginning of the isolation phase of 
the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_ISOLATION_STATUS. 

Note: This element is only relevant for DC charging 
 

Table 20 EV specific topics of the isolation state 
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9.4.8 Topics of the pre charge state 

Topic Definition Type Comment 

TOPIC_EVSE_PRECHARGE_NOTIFICATIONMAXDELAY 

"port0/ci/evse/precharge/notificationmaxdelay" 

unsigned integer 
 

min: 0, max: 232-1 

Topic which provides the notification max delay in seconds 
when the EVCC has to react on the requested notification 
in the pre charge state of the charge. Will be or should be 
published from the beginning of the pre charge state of the 
charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PRECHARGE_STATUS. 

Note: In the scope of the DIN70121 this element will not be 
used. 
 

TOPIC_EVSE_PRECHARGE_NOTIFICATION 

"port0/ci/evse/precharge/notification" 

enumeration 
 

following enumeration table 
"EVSENotificationType" of 
ISO 15118-2 

Topic which provides the charger's notification in the pre 
charge state of the charge. Will be or should be published 
from the beginning of the pre charge state of the charge 
which can be indicated 
using TOPIC_CHARGE_PRECHARGE_STATUS. 

Note: In the scope of the DIN70121 this element shall 
always be set to "None" (0). 
 

TOPIC_EVSE_PRECHARGE_ISOLATIONSTATUS 

"port0/ci/evse/precharge/isolationstatus" 

enumeration 
 

following enumeration table 
"isolationLevelType" of ISO 
15118-2 

0 - Invalid 
1 - Valid 
2 - Warning 
3 - Fault 
4 - No_IMD 

Topic which provides the charger's isolation status in the 
pre charge state of the charge. Will be or should be 
published from the beginning of the pre charge state of the 
charge which can be indicated 
using TOPIC_CHARGE_PRECHARGE_STATUS. 
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TOPIC_EVSE_PRECHARGE_STATUSCODE 

"port0/ci/evse/precharge/statuscode" 

enumeration 
 

following enumeration table 
"DC_EVSEStatusCodeType" 
of ISO 15118-2 

0 - NotReady 
1 - Ready 
2 - Shutdown 
3 - UtilityInterruptEvent 
4 - IsolationMonitoringActive 
5 - EmergencyShutdown 
6 - Malfunction 

Topic which provides the charger's status in the pre charge 
state of the charge. Will be or should be published from the 
beginning of the pre charge state of the charge which can 
be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PRECHARGE_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EVSE_PRECHARGE_PRESENTVOLTAGE 

"port0/ci/evse/precharge/presentvoltage" 

json string 
 

physical_value_json_object { 
"Multiplier" : byte, "Value" : 
short } 

Topic which provides the charger's present voltage in the 
pre charge state of the charge. Will be or 
should be published from the beginning of the pre charge 
state of the charge which can be indicated 
using TOPIC_CHARGE_PRECHARGE_STATUS. 

Table 21 EVSE specific topics of the pre charge state 

 

Topic Definition Type Comment 

TOPIC_EV_PRECHARGE_READY 

"port0/ci/ev/precharge/ready" 

bool 
 

0 - false 
1 - true 

Topic which provides the chargers notification max delay in the pre 
charge state of the charge. Will be or should be published from the 
beginning of the pre charge state of the charge which can be 
indicated using TOPIC_CHARGE_PRECHARGE_STATUS. 

Note: This element is only relevant for DC chargingDIN70121 this 
element will not be used. 
 

TOPIC_EV_PRECHARGE_CABINCONDITIONING 

"port0/ci/ev/precharge/cabinconditioning" 

bool 

0 - false 
1 - true 

Topic which provides the charger's notification in the pre charge 
state of the charge. Will be or should be published from the 
beginning of the pre charge state of the charge which can be 
indicated using TOPIC_CHARGE_PRECHARGE_STATUS. 
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Note: In the ISO 15118 communication this element does not exist. 
 

TOPIC_EV_PRECHARGE_RESSCONDITIONING 

"port0/ci/ev/precharge/ressconditioning" 

bool 
 

0 - false 
1 - true 

Topic which provides the charger's isolation status in the pre charge 
state of the charge. Will be or should be published from the 
beginning of the pre charge state of the charge which can be 
indicated using TOPIC_CHARGE_PRECHARGE_STATUS. 

Note: In the ISO 15118 communication this element does not exist. 
 

TOPIC_EV_PRECHARGE_ERRORCODE 

"port0/ci/ev/precharge/errorcode" 

enumeration 
 

Topic which provides the charger's status in the pre charge state of 
the charge. Will be or should be published from the beginning of the 
pre charge state of the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PRECHARGE_STATUS. 

Note: This element is only relevant for DC charging 
 

TOPIC_EV_PRECHARGE_RESSSOC 

"port0/ci/ev/precharge/resssoc" 

unsigned integer 
 

min: 0, max: 100 

Topic which provides the charger's present voltage in the pre charge 
state of the charge. Will be or 
should be published from the beginning of the pre charge state of 
the charge which can be indicated 
using TOPIC_CHARGE_PRECHARGE_STATUS. 

Note: This element is only relevant for DC charging 
 

TOPIC_EV_PRECHARGE_TARGETVOLTAGE 

"port0/ci/ev/precharge/targetvoltage" 

json string 
 

physical_value_json_object  
{ "Multiplier" : byte, "Value" : 
short } 

Topic which provides the target voltage of the EV in the pre charge 
phase of the charge. Will be or should be published from the 
beginning of the pre charge phase of the charge which can be 
indicated using TOPIC_CHARGE_PRECHARGE_STATUS. 

Note: This element is only relevant for DC charging 
 

TOPIC_EV_PRECHARGE_TARGETCURRENT 

"port0/ci/ev/precharge/targetcurrent" 

json string 
 

Topic which provides the target current of the EV in the pre charge 
phase of the charge. Will be or should be published from the 
beginning of the pre charge phase of the charge which can be 
indicated using TOPIC_CHARGE_PRECHARGE_STATUS. 
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physical_value_json_object  
{ "Multiplier" : byte, "Value" : 
short } 

Note: This element is only relevant for DC charging 
 

Table 22 EV specific topics of the pre charge state 

 

9.4.9 Topics of the charge state 

Topic Definition Type Comment 

TOPIC_EVSE_CHARGE_NOTIFICATIONMAXDELAY 

"port0/ci/evse/charge/notificationmaxdelay" 

unsigned integer 
 

min: 0, max: 232-1 

Topic which provides the notification max delay in seconds 
when the EVCC has to react on the requested notification in 
the charge state of the charge. Will be or should be published 
from the beginning of the parameter state of the charge which 
can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 

Note: In the scope of the DIN70121 this element will not be 
used. 
 

TOPIC_EVSE_CHARGE_NOTIFICATION 

"port0/ci/evse/charge/notification" 

enumeration 
 

following enumeration table 
"EVSENotificationType" ISO 
15118-2 

Topic which provides the charger's notification in the charge 
state of the charge. Will be or should be published from the 
beginning of the parameter state of the charge which can be 
indicated using TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 

Note: In the scope of the DIN70121 this element shall always 
be set to "None" (0). 
 

TOPIC_EVSE_CHARGE_ISOLATIONSTATUS 

"port0/ci/evse/charge/isolationstatus" 

enumeration 

following enumeration table 
"isolationLevelType" ISO15118-
2 

Topic which provides the charger's isolation status in the 
charge state of the charge. Will be or should be published 
from the beginning of the parameter state of the charge which 
can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 
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0 - Invalid 
1 - Valid 
2 - Warning 
3 - Fault 
4 - No_IMD 

TOPIC_EVSE_CHARGE_STATUSCODE 

"port0/ci/evse/charge/statuscode" 

enumeration 
 

following enumeration table 
"DC_EVSEStatusCodeType" 
ISO 15118-2 

0 - NotReady 
1 - Ready 
2 - Shutdown 
3 - UtilityInterruptEvent 
4 - IsolationMonitoringActive 
5 - EmergencyShutdown 
6 - Malfunction 

Topic which provides the charger's status in the charge state 
of the charge. Will be or should be published from the 
beginning of the parameter state of the charge which can be 
indicated using TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EVSE_CHARGE_PRESENTVOLTAGE 

"port0/ci/evse/charge/presentvoltage" 

json string 
 

physical_value_json_object { 
"Multiplier" : byte, "Value" : 
short } 

Topic which provides the charger's present voltage in the 
charge state of the charge. Will be or should be published 
from the beginning of the parameter state of the charge which 
can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EVSE_CHARGE_PRESENTCURRENT 

"port0/ci/evse/charge/presentcurrent" 

json string 
 

physical_value_json_object { 
"Multiplier" : byte, "Value" : 
short } 

Topic which provides the charger's present current in the 
charge state of the charge. Will be or should be published 
from the beginning of the parameter state of the charge which 
can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EVSE_CHARGE_CURRENTLIMITACHIEVED 

"port0/ci/evse/charge/currentlimitachieved" 

bool 
 

0 - false 
1 - true 

Topic which indicates if the charger reached its current limit in 
the charge state of the charge. Will be or should be published 
from the beginning of the parameter state of the charge which 
can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 
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TOPIC_EVSE_CHARGE_VOLTAGELIMITACHIEVED 

"port0/ci/evse/charge/voltagelimitachieved" 

bool 
 

0 - false 
1 - true 

Topic which indicates if the charger reached its voltage limit in 
the charge state of the charge. Will be or should be published 
from the beginning of the parameter state of the charge which 
can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EVSE_CHARGE_POWERLIMITACHIEVED 

"port0/ci/evse/charge/powerlimitachieved" 

bool 
 

0 - false 
1 - true 

Topic which indicates if the charger reached its power limit in 
the charge state of the charge. Will be or should be published 
from the beginning of the parameter state of the charge which 
can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EVSE_CHARGE_MAXVOLTAGELIMIT 

"port0/ci/evse/charge/maxvoltagelimit" 

json string 
 

physical_value_json_object { 
"Multiplier" : byte, "Value" : 
short } 

Topic which provides the charger's maximum voltage limit in 
the charge state of the charge. Will be or should be published 
from the beginning of the parameter state of the charge which 
can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. Correlates with json 
parameter max_voltage_limit, see Basic SECC configuration. 
If the value in the json file is configured and valid, this does 
not need to be published anymore. 

TOPIC_EVSE_CHARGE_MAXCURRENTLIMIT 

"port0/ci/evse/charge/maxcurrentlimit" 

json string 

physical_value_json_object { 
"Multiplier" : byte, "Value" : 
short 
 

Topic which provides the charger's maximum current limit in 
the charge state of the charge. Will be or should be published 
from the beginning of the parameter state of the charge which 
can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. Correlates with json 
parameter max_current_limit, see Basic SECC configuration. 
If the value in the json file is configured and valid, this does 
not need to be published anymore. 

TOPIC_EVSE_CHARGE_MAXPOWERLIMIT 

"port0/ci/evse/charge/maxpowerlimit" 

json string 

physical_value_json_object { 
"Multiplier" : byte, "Value" : 
short 

Topic which provides the charger's maximum power limit in 
the charge state of the charge. Will be or should be published 
from the beginning of the parameter state of the charge which 
can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. Correlates with json 
parameter max_power_limit, see Basic SECC configuration. If 
the value in the json file is configured and valid, this does not 
need to be published anymore. 
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TOPIC_EVSE_CHARGE_METERINFO 

"port0/ci/evse/charge/meterinfo" 

json string 
 

Topic which provides the charger's meter info in the charge 
state of the charge. Will be or should be published from the 
beginning of the parameter state of the charge which can be 
indicated using TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 
 

Note: Currently not supported 

TOPIC_EVSE_CHARGE_RECEIPTREQUIRED 

"port0/ci/evse/charge/receiptrequired" 

bool 

0 - false 
1 - true 

Topic which indicates if the charger requires a receipt of the 
meter info in the charge state of the charge. Will be or should 
be published from the beginning of the parameter state of the 
charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 

Note: Currently not supported 

Table 23 EVSE specific topics of the charge state 

 

Topic Definition Type Comment 

TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_READYTOCHARGESTATE 

"port0/ci/ev/charge/readytochargestate" 

enumeration 
 

Following enumeration table 
"chargeProgressType" ISO 
15118-2 

Topic which provides if the EV is ready to charge. Will be or 
should be published from the END of the parameter phase of 
the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS OR it will end the 
pre charge phase which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_PRECHARGE_STATUS. 

Note: In the DIN70121 communication the value "Renegotiate" 
does not exist. 
 

TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_CHARGINGPROFILETUPLEID 

"port0/ci/ev/charge/chargingprofiletupleid" 

unsigned integer 
 

min: 1 max: 255 
 

Topic which provides the selected SAScheduleTupleID from 
the TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_SASCHEDULELIST. Will be 
or should be published from the beginning of the charge phase 
of the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 

Note: In the scope of the DIN70121 this element shall always 
be set to "None" (0). 
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TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_CHARGINGPROFILEENTRY 

"port0/ci/ev/charge/chargingprofileentry" 

json string 

chargingProfileJsonObject: { 
"Start" : [int,...], "PMax" : 
[int,...], "PMaxMultiplier" : 
[int,...], "NumberOfPhases" : 
[int,...] } 
 

Topic which provides information about the selected charging 
profile from 
the TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_SASCHEDULELIST. Will be 
or should be published from the beginning of the charge phase 
of the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 

Note: In the DIN70121 communication this element shall not be 
used. 
 

TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_READY 

"port0/ci/ev/charge/ready" 

bool 
 

0 - false 
1 - true 

Topic which provides if the EV is ready to charge generally. Will 
be or should be published from the beginning of the charge 
phase of the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 

Note: This element is only relevant for DC charging. 
 

TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_CABINCONDITIONING 

"port0/ci/ev/charge/cabinconditioning" 

bool 
 

0 - false 
1 - true 

Topic which provides if the EV is using energy from the DC 
supply to heat or cool the passenger compartment. Will be or 
should be published from the beginning of the charge phase of 
the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 

Note: In the ISO 15118 communication this element does not 
exist. 
 

TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_RESSCONDITIONING 

"port0/ci/ev/charge/ressconditioning" 

bool 
 

0 - false 
1 - true 

Topic which provides if the EV is using energy from the DC 
supply to condition the RESS to a target temperature. Will be or 
should be published from the beginning of the charge phase of 
the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 

Note: In the ISO 15118 communication this element does not 
exist. 
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TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_ERRORCODE 

"port0/ci/ev/charge/errorcode" 

enumeration 
 

Following enumeration table 
"DC_EVErrorCodeType" 
ISO15118-2 

Topic which provides the EV internal status. Will be or should 
be published from the beginning of the charge phase of the 
charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 

Note: Following enumeration table "DC_EVErrorCodeType" 
ISO 15118-2. This element is only relevant for DC charging 

 
 

TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_RESSSOC 

"port0/ci/ev/charge/resssoc" 

integer 

min: 0, max: 100 
 

Topic which provides the EV´s state of charge of the 
battery. Will be or should be published from the beginning of 
the charge phase of the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 

Note: This element is only relevant for DC charging 
 

TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_TARGETVOLTAGE 

"port0/ci/ev/charge/targetvoltage" 

json string 

physical_value_json_object 
{ "Multiplier" : byte, "Value" : 
short } 

Topic which provides the target voltage of the EV in the charge 
phase of the charge. Will be or should be published from the 
beginning of the charge phase of the charge which can be 
indicated using TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 

Note: This element is only relevant for DC charging 
 

TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_TARGETCURRENT 

"port0/ci/ev/charge/targetcurrent" 

json string 
 

physical_value_json_object 
{ "Multiplier" : byte, "Value" : 
short } 

Topic which provides the target current of the EV in the charge 
phase of the charge. Will be or should be published from the 
beginning of the charge phase of the charge which can be 
indicated using TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 

Note: This element is only relevant for DC charging 
 

TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_MAXVOLTAGELIMIT 

"port0/ci/ev/charge/maxvoltagelimit" 

json string 
 

physical_value_json_object 
{ "Multiplier" : byte,  "Value" : 
short } 

Topic which provides the maximum voltage limit supported by 
the EV in the charge phase of the charge. Will be or should be 
published from the beginning of the charge phase of the 
charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 
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TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_MAXCURRENTLIMIT 

"port0/ci/ev/charge/maxcurrentlimit" 

json string 
 

physical_value_json_object 
{ "Multiplier" : byte,  "Value" : 
short } 

Topic which provides the EVs maximum current limit supported 
by the EV in the charge phase of the charge. Will be or should 
be published from the beginning of the charge phase of the 
charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_MAXPOWERLIMIT 

"port0/ci/ev/charge/maxpowerlimit" 

json string 
 

physical_value_json_object  
{"Multiplier" : byte, "Value" : 
short } 

Topic which provides the EVs maximum power limit supported 
by the EV in the charge phase of the charge. Will be or should 
be published from the beginning of the charge phase of the 
charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 

Note: This element is only relevant for DC charging 
 

TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_BULKCHARGINGCOMPLETE 

"port0/ci/ev/charge/bulkchargingcomplete" 

bool 
 

0 - false 
1 - true 

Topic which indicates if the EV´s bulk charge is complete. Will 
be or should be published from the beginning of the charge 
phase of the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 

Note: This element is only relevant for DC charging 
 

TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_CHARGINGCOMPLETE 

"port0/ci/ev/charge/chargingcomplete" 

bool 
 

0 - false 
1 - true 

Topic which indicates if the EV´s full charge is complete. Will be 
or should be published from the beginning of the charge phase 
of the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 

Note: This element is only relevant for DC charging 
 

TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_REMAININGTIMETOBULKSOC 

"port0/ci/ev/charge/remainingtimetobulksoc" 

json string 
 

physical_value_json_object 
{ "Multiplier" : byte, "Unit" : 
int, "Value" : short } 

Topic which indicates the estimated or calculated time until the 
bulk charge is complete. Will be or should be published from 
the beginning of the charge phase of the charge which can be 
indicated using TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 

Note: This element is only relevant for DC charging. CAUTION: 
This physical value differs from all the other electrical 
parameters. Please refer to customer_section5 for more details 
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TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_REMAININGTIMETOFULLSOC 

"port0/ci/ev/charge/remainingtimetofullsoc" 

json string 

physical_value_json_object 
{ "Multiplier" : byte, "Unit" : 
int, "Value" : short } 

Topic which indicates the estimated or calculated time until the 
full charge is complete. Will be or should be published from the 
beginning of the charge phase of the charge which can be 
indicated using TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS. 

Note: This element is only relevant for DC charging. CAUTION: 
This physical value differs from all the other electrical 
parameters. Please refer to customer_section5 for more details 
 

TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_METERINFO 

"port0/ci/ev/charge/meterinfo" 

json string 
 

Topic which echoes the MeterInfo record received from the 
SECC indicated by TOPIC_EVSE_CHARGE_METERINFO. 

Note: PNC related topic. Not used right now. 
 

Table 24 EV specific topics of the charge state 

 

9.4.10 Topics of the welding detection state 

Topic Definition Type Comment 

TOPIC_EVSE_WELDING_NOTIFICATIONMAXDELAY 

"ci/evse/welding/notificationmaxdelay" 

unsigned integer 
 

min: 0, max: 232-1 

Topic which provides the notification max delay in seconds 
when the EVCC has to react on the requested notification in 
the welding detection phase of the charge. Will be or should 
be published from the beginning of the parameter phase of 
the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_WELDING_STATUS. 

Note: In the scope of the DIN70121 this element will not be 
used. 
 

TOPIC_EVSE_WELDING_NOTIFICATION 

"ci/evse/welding/notification" 

enumeration 
 

following enumeration table 
"EVSENotificationType" 
ISO15118-2 

Topic which provides the charger's notification in the welding 
detection phase of the charge. Will be or should be published 
from the beginning of the parameter phase of the charge 
which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_WELDING_STATUS. 
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Note: In the scope of the DIN70121 this element shall always 
be set to "None" (0). 
 

TOPIC_EVSE_WELDING_ISOLATIONSTATUS 

"ci/evse/welding/isolationstatus" 

enumeration 
 

following enumeration table 
"isolationLevelType" ISO15118-
2 

0 - Invalid 
1 - Valid 
2 - Warning 
3 - Fault 
4 - No_IMD 

Topic which provides the charger's isolation status in the 
welding detection phase of the charge. Will be or should be 
published from the beginning of the parameter phase of the 
charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_WELDING_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EVSE_WELDING_STATUSCODE 

"ci/evse/welding/statuscode" 

enumeration 
 

following enumeration table 
"DC_EVSEStatusCodeType" 
ISO 15118-2 

0 - NotReady 
1 - Ready 
2 - Shutdown 
3 - UtilityInterruptEvent 
4 - IsolationMonitoringActive 
5 - EmergencyShutdown 
6 - Malfunction 

Topic which provides the charger's status in the welding 
detection phase of the charge. Will be or should be published 
from the beginning of the parameter phase of the charge 
which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_WELDING_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EVSE_WELDING_PRESENTVOLTAGE 

"ci/evse/welding/presentvoltage" 

json string 
 

physical_value_json_object { 
"Multiplier" : byte, "Value" : 
short 

Topic which provides the charger's present voltage in the 
welding detection phase of the charge. Will be or should be 
published from the beginning of the parameter phase of the 
charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_WELDING_STATUS. 

Table 25 EVSE specific topics of the welding detection state 
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Topic Definition Type Comment 

TOPIC_EV_WELDING_READY 

"port0/ci/ev/welding/ready" 

bool 
 

0 - Not Ready 
1 - Ready 

Topic which provides if the EV is ready to charge generally. Will be 
or should be published from the beginning of the 

welding phase of the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_WELDING_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EV_WELDING_CABINCONDITIONING 

"port0/ci/ev/welding/cabinconditioning" 

bool 
 

0 - false 
1 - true 

Topic which provides if the EV is using energy from the DC supply to 
heat or cool the passenger compartment. 

Will be or should be published from the beginning of the welding 
phase of the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_WELDING_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EV_WELDING_RESSCONDITIONING 

"port0/ci/ev/welding/ressconditioning" 

bool 
 

0 - false 
1 - true 

Topic which provides if the EV is using energy from the DC supply to 
condition the RESS to a target temperature. 

Will be or should be published from the beginning of the welding 
phase of the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_WELDING_STATUS. 

TOPIC_EV_WELDING_ERRORCODE 

"port0/ci/ev/welding/errorcode" 

enumeration 
 

Following enumeration table 
"DC_EVErrorCodeType" 
ISO15118-2 

Topic which provides the EV internal status. Will be or should be 
published from the beginning of the welding phase of the charge 
which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_WELDING_STATUS 

TOPIC_EV_WELDING_RESSSOC 

"port0/ci/ev/welding/resssoc" 

integer 
 

min: 0, max: 100 

Topic which provides the EV´s state of charge of the battery. Will be 
or should be published from the beginning of the 

welding phase of the charge which can be indicated using 
TOPIC_CHARGE_WELDING_STATUS. 

Table 26 EV specific topics of the welding detection state 
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9.4.11 Topics of the session stop state 

Topic Definition Type Comment 

TOPIC_EVSE_STOP_PROGRESS 

"port0/ci/evse/stop/progress" 

bool 

0 - Terminate 
1 - Pause 

Topic which provides the EVSE information if the charging process shall either be 
terminated or paused. Will be published if the SessionStopResponse is received 
on EV side. 

Note: If this topic is not published from the EVCC the charge progress must be 
assumed as terminated. Currently not implemented. 
 

TOPIC_EVSE_STOP_EVSEPROCESSING 

"port0/ci/evse/stop/evseprocessing" 

enumeration 
 

following the 
enumeration of 
EVSEProcessing 

Topic which provides the actual status of the session stop state. Will be or should 
be published within the session stop state to indicate the current status of the 
pantograph. This parameter shall switch from "Ongoing" (1) to "Finished" (0) if the 
pantograph is in the upper home position. 

Table 27 EVSE specific topics of the session stop state 

 

Topic Definition Type Comment 

TOPIC_EV_STOP_PROGRESS 

"port0/ci/ev/stop/progress" 

enumeration 
 

Following enumeration table 
"chargingSessionType" of ISO15118-2 

 
0 - Terminate 
1 - Pause 
 
 

Topic which provides the EV's information if the charging process shall either 
be terminated or paused. Will be published if the SessionStopRequest is 
received on EVSE side. 

Note: If this topic is not published from the SECC the charge progress must 
be assumed as terminated. 

 
 

Table 28 EV specific topics of the session stop state
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9.5 Physical value type  

The physical value type is used to determine the parameters of the power electronic. This type is 
defined as JSON object and consists of three name/value pairs. 

physical_value_json_object { 
    "Multiplier" : byte, 
    "Value" : short, 
    "Unit" : byte // optional 
} 

The physical value will be determined as follows: 

Physical_value = Value * 10^Multiplier [Unit] 

The table below shows the physical value type definition: 

Physical value type definition 

Multiplier byte -3, -2, -1, 0, +1, +2, +3 

Unit byte 0 (hours), 1 (minutes), 2 (seconds), 3 (Ampere), 4 (Volt), 5 (Watt), 6 (Watt 
hours) 

Value short -32.768 to +32.767 

Note: When electrical parameters are signalized, their units do not need to be transmitted, 
because those are predefined in the ISO 15118-2 table 68. For power, current, voltage, energy 
and so on the units will be omitted from the JSON objects. The only exception is the JSON object 
for RemainingTimeTo-parameter. 

Please note that the given value ranges must be complied with. Otherwise this can lead to 
unexpected behaviour. In particular when configuring physical values, values violating their 
respective ranges are ignored. 

 

9.6 Relations between topics and SECC configuration 

Most of the default parameters can be overwritten with the content of the respective MQTT 
message. The following table shows the relations between configuration parameter and topic: 

Name Related topic 

ports[0]/highlevel_authentication_mod
e 

TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_PAYMENTOPTIONS 

ports[0]/energy_transfer_modes TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_CHARGESERVICE 

ports[0]/dc_supply/peak_current_ripple TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_PEAKCURRENTRIPPL
E 

ports[0]/dc_supply/min_voltage_limit TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_MINVOLTAGELIMIT 

ports[0]/dc_supply/max_voltage_limit TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_MAXVOLTAGELIMIT, 
TOPIC_EVSE_CHARGE_MAXVOLTAGELIMIT 

ports[0]/dc_supply/min_current_limit TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_MINCURRENTLIMIT 

ports[0]/dc_supply/max_current_limit TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_MAXCURRENTLIMIT, 
TOPIC_EVSE_CHARGE_MAXCURRENTLIMIT 

ports[0]/dc_supply/max_power_limit TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_MAXPOWERLIMIT, 
TOPIC_EVSE_CHARGE_MAXPOWERLIMIT 

Table 29 Relations between topics and SECC Configuration 
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All the values, dynamically transmitted via MQTT, will be reset to the values from the 
customer.json with every newly started charging session. 

 

9.7 Stop charging and error shutdown on EVSE side  

The EVSE StatusCode topics are also used to initiate stop charging from EVSE side. The default 
status codes are "Not Ready" ('0'), "Ready" ('1') and "Isolation Monitoring Active" ('4'). To initiate 
a shutdown for a non-critical reason, the error status can be set to "Shutdown" ('2'). But this error 
status can be ignored by the EV. 

In case of emergency shutdown (stop button is pressed etc.), the status shall be set to 
"Emergency Shutdown" ('5'). In case of a charger fault (isolation failure etc.), the status shall be 
set to "Malfunction" ('6'). In both cases the charging session is aborted immediately. 
 

In the authentication charging state the TOPIC_EVSE_AUTH_ERROR topic can also be used to 
abort a charging session. 

 

9.8 Renegotiation process (ISO 15118 specific)  

In ISO 15118 it is possible to renegotiate V2G charging parameters (e.g. charging schedule) 
between EV and EVSE during charging. Both EV and EVSE can trigger the renegotiation process 
and can interrupt the charging progress. The EVSE can request the renegotiation process over 
the charging state specific message type "NOTIFICATION". This parameter must be set to 
"Renegotiation" ('3'). Either of an EVSE request or own request the EV signalizes the start of 
renegotiation process over the topic TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_READYTOCHARGESTATE with 
"Renegotiate" ('2'). The figure "charge flow" of chapter Charge status information shows the 
typical message sequence of the renegotiation process. 

Note: If the renegotiation process has started, the charging will be interrupted and the EV 
switches to CP State B. After receiving of the topic TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS 
with "started" the charging schedule must be updated over topic 
TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_SASCHEDULELIST. Furthermore, the charging state specific 
topics for EVSE StatusCode and Isolation-Status will be reset and must be sent again. All other 
parameters must be reset manually by sending the corresponding MQTT message. For example 
the physical values shall be set to a valid state before starting of the pre-charge state. 

Both charging states "PARAMETER" and "ISOLATION" must be performed again and also the 
EVSE Processing must be set to "finished" ('0') again to continue the charge process (see chapter 
EVSE Processing). 

List of topics which will be reset, if the renegotiation process has started: 

Topic Internal state 

TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_STATUSCODE Not Ready ('0') (DC) 

TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_EVSEPROCESSING Ongoing ('1') (DC/AC) 

TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_ISOLATIONSTATUS Invalid ('0') (DC) 

TOPIC_EVSE_PRECHARGE_STATUSCODE Not Ready ('0') (DC) 

TOPIC_EVSE_PRECHARGE_ISOLATIONSTATUS Invalid ('0') (DC) 

TOPIC_EVSE_STATUSCODE Not Ready ('0') (DC) 

TOPIC_EVSE_ISOLATION_ISOLATIONSTATUS Invalid ('0') (DC) 

TOPIC_EVSE_ISOLATION_EVSEPROCESSING Ongoing ('1') (DC) 

TOPIC_EVSE_CHARGE_STATUSCODE Not Ready ('0') (DC) 
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TOPIC_EVSE_CHARGE_ISOLATIONSTATUS Invalid ('0') (DC) 

TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_SASCHEDULELIST Empty list (DC/AC) 

Table 30 Renegotiation process - Internal Status 

 

9.9 Plug and Charge (ISO 15118 specific)  

DISCLAIMER: The whole content described in this chapter (and every other related to this) is still 
under development and not yet contained in the official release of the Charge Control firmware. 

The in-tech smart charging software distinguishes between a PnC online and a PnC offline mode. 
The online mode can be used to integrate the charging software in a PnC ecosystem, where 
external backend servers are supposed to manage the PnC certificates and to offer certificate 
services. In this mode the charging software provides all important PnC information via MQTT 
topics. This information must be used by a customer client to handle the connection with a PnC 
backend (e.g. over OCPP). 

The offline mode is intended to be used in a private environment, where a connection to an 
external PnC ecosystem is not required. The validation of the EV contract-files and the Certificate 
Installation service will be done automatically by the software. But in the offline mode it is 
necessary to install all needed contract and provisioning certificates and keys on the board (See 
chapter Additional Services for more information). 

The PnC mode can be activated over the highlevel_authentication_mode option of the 
configuration file (See chapter Basic SECC configuration). PnC online and offline mode requires 
the ISO 15118 protocol and works only with activated TLS security. The TLS option must also be 
enabled in configuration file. 

Note: PnC can be also activated over topic TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_PAYMENTOPTIONS, but the 
PnC mode can only be configured over the configuration file (default: PnC online mode). 

The PnC offline mode performs digest, signature and certificate validation checks. Please note 
that the validation checks may not be completed at all and that the mode is actually intended for 
testing-purpose only. The in-tech smart charging company will not be liable for any incorrect 
behaviour of the authorization mechanism. 

 

9.9.1 Infrastructure for certificates and keys  

The certificates and keys are stored in path "/etc/secc/pki". Inside of this folder are two subfolders, 
"keys" and "certs". The "keys" folder is used to store the private keys, folder "certs" is used to 
store the certificates. It is planned to store up to 10 different V2G root trees. Each tree is stored 
in a separate folder. They are numbered consecutively from '0' to '9'. Please note that the charging 
software currently supports only one V2G-root tree. Certificates and private keys can be stored 
in DER or PEM format. 

Certificates and keys can also be installed via MQTT topics on the board (See topic_customer.h). 
In this case the importing of certificate and key files will be done automatically by the charging 
software. 

Note: It is also possible to overwrite certificate and key files over the MQTT topics. But removing 
of already installed certificate and key files over MQTT topics is currently not supported. 

The next figure shows the structure and the name convention of the certificate and key files: 
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Figure 11 Certificate infrastructure for PnC 

 

All key and certificate files are starting with a key word ("CPO" - Charge Point Owner, "PROV" - 
Provisioning, "CONT" - Contract, "OEM" - Original Equipment Manufacturer, "V2G" - Vehicle to 
Grid). After that, there is a placeholder character '_' followed by a number to specify the chain 
position of the certificate (Excepted of this are the root-certificates). Chain position '0' are leaf 
certificate, position '1' to '2' are sub-certificates. The maximum length of a certificate chain (from 
leaf- to root-certificate) is limited to four. 

Note: EV contract certificates and EVSE provisioning certificates must be only installed in the 
PnC offline mode. In the online PnC mode only the certificate chain for the TLS encryption must 
be installed, before starting of a PnC charging session. All other information are handled over the 
MQTT topics, which are described in section MQTT Topics. 

The MO_ROOT_CRT certificate must be only installed in case that the EV contract certificates 
are not derived from the V2G-Root-certificate (PnC offline mode). The OEM certificate chain must 
only be installed on the EV side. 

The SECC needs contract leaf certificates and keys of the EV to perform the Certificate 
Installation service. The charging-software uses the PCID (Provisioning Certificate ID) of the EV 
to identify which certificate must be delivered to the EV. This PCID must be included in the name 
of the Contract-Leaf certificate and key file as shown in figure certificate infrastructure. 

For more information about the certificate infrastructure please look into ISO 15118-2 
specification. One default in-tech smart charging test PKI is already installed in the pki folder. The 
key files are password protected and the default password is "in-tech_sc". The default password 
can be overwritten by topic TOPIC_PKI_KEYS_PW. 

Note: The preinstalled in-tech smart charging PKI is for testing purposes only. Please consider 
that the CPO leaf certificate is only valid for two months and the preinstalled certificate expires on 
2.2.2019. Before testing, please make sure that the date of the board fits with the expiring date 
of the installed certificates. The date of the board can also be configured over topic 
TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_DATETIMENOW. 
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9.10 Value Added Services  

Besides the common charging service the ISO 15118 defines additional services like certificate-
services or internet-services. The in-tech smart charging software supports the Certificate 
Installation service. Additional services can be offered by topic 
TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_SERVICELIST in the initialization state. 

 

9.10.1 Certificate Installation service 

The Certificate Installation service is integrated in the PnC offline and PnC online mode. In PnC 
online mode the charging software sends the received content of certificate installation exi-
request message directly over the topic TOPIC_EV_AUTH_CERTINSTALLEXIREQ. After that, 
the charging software waits for about 4.5 seconds for the certificate installation response 
message, which must be delivered over topic TOPIC_EVSE_AUTH_CERTINSTALLEXIRES. If 
the installation of the new certificate and key files was successful, the EV can proceed with the 
authorization procedure. 

In PnC offline mode the message handling of the Certificate Installation service will be done 
automatically by the charging software. But before the service can be started it is necessary to 
import EVSE provisioning and EV contract certificates and keys on the board (See chapter 
Infrastructure for certificates and keys). 

The service will be offered over topic TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_SERVICELIST by the EVSE. An 
example to offer the Certificate Installation service is described in the topic_customer.h. 

 

9.11 Best practice for DC Charging 

The following description summarizes all major steps to provide a charge control algorithm for 
DC-charging. 

1. Check if the EV is plugged and new TCP connection is established (CP State 'B' received 
over topic TOPIC_CHARGE_CP_STATUS and TOPIC_CHARGE_TCP_STATUS with 
"connected" ('1' tco or '2' tcp with tls)) 

2. Observe the CP States and the TCP connection status throughout the whole charging session 
(See chapter Charge status information)  

3. Use the status topics to indicate the current charging state (See chapter Charge status 
information) 

4. Analyse the subscribed MQTT EV topics and handle the EVSE topics according to the 
standard (ISO 15118/DIN 70121) 

a. Initialization state (TOPIC_CHARGE_INIT_STATUS with "started") 

▪ Initialize the charging parameters over the MQTT topics before reaching the 
corresponding charging state. All parameters can be initialized after 
receiving of the topic TOPIC_CHARGE_INIT_STATUS with "started". 
Depending on the initialization process, the "INIT" parameter must be 
provided no later than three seconds after "started". Alternatively, it is 
possible to use the configuration file to initialize the most of the static 
charging parameters (See chapter Basic SECC configuration). 

▪ Check the selected protocol (TOPIC_CHARGE_INIT_PROTOCOL). The 
ISO 15118 charging flow supports additional mechanisms like renegotiation 
of charging parameter (See chapter Renegotiation process (ISO 15118 
specific)) and resume of an old session and additional parameters to control 
the charging session. 

b. Authentication state (TOPIC_CHARGE_AUTH_STATUS with "started") 

▪ If the authentication has finished on EVSE side, the EVSE Processing 
parameter of the "AUTH" state needs to be set to "Finished" ('0'). (This step 
is not necessary in PnC offline_mode). 
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▪ The authentication method depends on the provided list with the 
TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_PAYMENTOPTIONS message. "Contract" ('0', (PnC)) 
and "ExternalPayment ('1') is supported. Authorization over Contract 
Certificates is only working with acrtivated tls-encryption and an installed pki 
as described in chapter Plug and Charge (PnC). 

c. Charge parameter state (TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS with "started") 

▪ If the charge parameter state has finished on EVSE side, the EVSE 
Processing parameter of the "PARAMETER" state needs to be set to 
"Finished" ('0') and the EVSEStatusCode 
(TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_STATUSCODE) shall be set to 
"EVSE_Ready" ('1'). 

▪ If EVSE Processing was set to "Finished" ('0') the connector has to be locked 
on EV-side. 

▪ In ISO 15118 at least one SA-schedule must be sent over topic 
TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_SASCHEDULELIST. One schedule is 
already pre-configured by the charging-stack, but this one should be adapted 
with valid data. A list entry can be overwritten by using the 
TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_SASCHEDULELIST topic and the SA-
schedule-tuple-id of the entry. The pre-configured SA-schedule is using 
SAschedule-tuple-id '1'. 

d. Isolation state (TOPIC_CHARGE_ISOLATION_STATUS with "started") 

▪ If the EVSE is performing the isolation check, the status code shall be set to 
"EVSE_IsolationMonitoringActive" ('4') 
(TOPIC_EVSE_ISOLATION_STATUSCODE). 

▪ If the cable status is successfully checked, the isolation status 
(TOPIC_EVSE_ISOLATION_ISOLATIONSTATUS) should be set to "Valid" 
('1') or whatever its result is. The isolation status must be observed and 
updated throughout the whole charging state. If the isolation status is "valid" 
('1') or "warning" ('2') TOPIC_EVSE_ISOLATION_STATUSCODE must be 
set to "EVSE_Ready" ('1'). 

▪ If the isolation check (cable check) has finished on EVSE side, the EVSE 
Processing parameter of the "ISOLATION" state needs to be set to 
"Finished" ('0'). 

e. Pre charge state (TOPIC_CHARGE_PRECHARGE_STATUS with "started") 

▪ If the EVSE is ready, the status code shall be set to "Ready" ('1') 
(TOPIC_EVSE_PRECHARGE_STATUSCODE). 

▪ If the EVSE is ready, the status code for the charge state shall be set to 
"Ready" ('1') too (TOPIC_EVSE_CHARGE_STATUSCODE). 

▪ The EVSE present voltage 
(TOPIC_EVSE_PRECHARGE_PRESENTVOLTAGE) must be ramped up 
to the requested EV target voltage 
(TOPIC_EV_PRECHARGE_TARGETVOLTAGE). 

▪ The pre charge state is finished by the EV when it considers the voltage to 
be successfully adjusted. 

f. Charge state (TOPIC_CHARGE_CHARGE_STATUS with "started") 

▪ The EVSE shall follow the requested EV target voltage and target current 
under the conditions of the handled maximum and minimum limits. 

▪ The topic TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_READYTOCHARGESTATE indicates the 
current charge progress of the EV. If it is set to "Start" ('0') or "Stop" ('1'), the 
EV requests to start or stop the energy flow. If it is set to "Renegotiate" ('2'), 
the EV requests the renegotiation process. (Only relevant for ISO 15118. 
See chapter Renegotiation process (ISO 15118 specific)) 
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g. Welding state (TOPIC_CHARGE_WELDING_STATUS with "started") 

▪ At the end of a charging session the EV can perform a welding detection to 
ensure that the contactors are not welded. It is a sequence of opening and 
closing of the contactors and simultaneous observing of the voltage. 

▪ If the EVSE is ready, the status code shall be set to "Ready" ('1') 
(TOPIC_EVSE_WELDING_STATUSCODE). 

▪ During the welding state, it is advised to drop the actual EVSE voltage to 
zero. 

▪ The EV decides when it is ready to leave the state. 

5. Initiate a shutdown of the power electronic, if the EV indicates stop charging or for EVSE 
emergency reasons (See chapter Stop charging and error shutdown on EVSE side). 

6. The charging session is terminated by receiving the topic TOPIC_CHARGE_TCP_STATUS 
with "disconnected" ('0') and TOPIC_CHARGE_CP_STATUS with CP State 'A' 

 

9.12 Programming example to handle specific topics on charger side 

9.12.1 General programming example 

// handle subscribed topics here 
void myMessageFunctionPointer(struct mosquitto *mosq, void *userdata, 
const struct mosquitto_message *message) { 
 // do something 
} 
 
void main() { 
 // create mosquitto object 
 struct mosquitto *mosq; 
  
 // create mosquitto instance 
 mosq = mosquitto_new(argv[0], clean_session, &myObject); 
  
 // set the callback function for incoming message 
 mosquitto_message_callback_set(mosq, myMessageFunctionPointer); 
  
 // connect to the mosquitto broker 
 mosquitto_connect(mosq, mqtt_hostname, mqtt_port, keepalive); 
  
 // start a new thread to process the network traffic 
 mosquitto_loop_start(mosq); 
  
 // subscribe to certain topics this thread shall handle 
 mosquitto_subscribe(mosq, NULL, $SOME_TOPIC, qoS); 
  
 ... 
} 

See also: mosquitto_message_callback_set 

 

9.12.2 Programming example for subscribing and publishing topics 

void handleStatusTopics(struct mosquitto *mosq, void *userdata, const 
struct mosquitto_message *message) { 
 int result; 
 if (strcmp(message->topic, TOPIC_CHARGE_INIT_STATUS) == 0) { 
  if (strcmp((char *) message->payload, "started") == 0) { 
   char * sessionId = generateSessionId(); 

https://mosquitto.org/api/files/mosquitto-h.html#mosquitto_message_callback_set
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   result = mosquitto_publish(mosq, NULL, 
TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_SESSIONID, sizeof (sessionId), sessionId, qosLevel, 
retain); 
 
   char * evseId = getEVSEId(); 
   result = mosquitto_publish(mosq, NULL, TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_EVSEID, 
sizeof (evseId), evseId, qosLevel, retain); 
 
   char * datetimenow = getActualTime().toCharArray(); 
   result = mosquitto_publish(mosq, NULL, 
TOPIC_EVSE_INIT_DATETIMENOW, sizeof (datetimenow), datetimenow, 
qosLevel, retain); 
   // ... publish every further topic which can be published here 
  } 
 } 
 else if (strcmp(message->topic, TOPIC_CHARGE_AUTH_STATUS) == 0) { 
  if (strcmp((char *) message->payload, "started") == 0) { 
   char authenticated = (char) authenticateUser(); 
   if (EVSEProcessing.Finished == authenticated) { // some 
enumerated value ??? 
    result = mosquitto_publish(mosq, NULL, 
TOPIC_EVSE_AUTH_EVSEPROCESSING, 1, &authenticated, qosLevel, retain); 
   } 
   // error case 
   else if (Authentication.Error == authenticated) { 
    char error = '1'; 
    result = mosquitto_publish(mosq, NULL, TOPIC_EVSE_AUTH_ERROR, 
1, &error, qosLevel, retain); 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 else if (strcmp(message->topic, TOPIC_CHARGE_PARAMETER_STATUS) == 0) 
{ 
  if (strcmp((char *) message->payload, "started") == 0) { 
   char * maxVoltageLimit = createMaxVoltageJSonObject(); 
   result = mosquitto_publish(mosq, NULL, 
TOPIC_EVSE_PARAMETER_MAXVOLTAGELIMIT, sizeof (maxVoltageLimit), 
maxVoltageLimit, qosLevel, retain); 
   // and so on ... 
  } 
 } 
 else if (strcmp(message->topic, TOPIC_CHARGE_ISOLATION_STATUS) == 0) 
{ 
  // since there are no parameters transported in the CableCheckReq 
message, this is the only 
  // information you will receive in the isolation phase 
  if (strcmp((char *) message->payload, "started") == 0) { 
   startIsolationCheck(); 
   char iso = getIsolationStatus(); 
   if (IsolationStatus.Valid == iso) { 
    result = mosquitto_publish(mosq, NULL, 
TOPIC_EVSE_ISOLATION_ISOLATIONSTATUS, 1, &iso, 0, retain); 
    char status = StatusCode.EVSE_Ready; 
    result = mosquitto_publish(mosq, NULL, 
TOPIC_EVSE_ISOLATION_STATUSCODE, 1, &status, 0, retain); 
    char processing = EVSEProcessing.Finished; 
    result = mosquitto_publish(mosq, NULL, 
TOPIC_EVSE_ISOLATION_EVSEPROCESSING, 1, &processing, 0, retain); 
   } 
   else { 
    char processing = EVSEProcessing.Ongoing; 
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    result = mosquitto_publish(mosq, NULL, 
TOPIC_EVSE_ISOLATION_EVSEPROCESSING, 1, &processing, qosLevel, 
retain); 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 else if (strcmp(message->topic, TOPIC_CHARGE_PRECHARGE_STATUS) == 0) 
{ 
  if (strcmp((char *) message->payload, "started") == 0) { 
   if (!preChargeUnitIsPrepared()) { 
    preparePreChargeUnit(); 
   } 
   // now handle the preCharge separately ? 
  } 
 } 
} 
 
void handlePreCharge(struct mosquitto *mosq, void *userdata, const 
struct mosquitto_message *message) { 
 if (strcmp(message->topic, TOPIC_EV_PRECHARGE_TARGETVOLTAGE) == 0) { 
  rampPreChargeUnitToVoltage(message->payload); // message->payload 
is the target voltage as JSon object 
  char * presentVoltage = 
createPresentVoltageJSonObject(getPresentVoltage()); 
  mosquitto_publish(mosq, NULL, TOPIC_EVSE_PRECHARGE_PRESENTVOLTAGE, 
sizeof (presentVoltage), &presentVoltage, qosLevel, retain); 
  // if present voltage equals target voltage: prepare your power 
electronics 
 } 
} 
 
void handleCharge(struct mosquitto *mosq, void *userdata, const struct 
mosquitto_message *message) { 
 if (strcmp(message->topic, TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_READYTOCHARGESTATE) == 0) 
{ 
  if (strcmp((char *) message->payload, "Start") == 0) { 
   closeContactors(); 
  } 
 } 
 if (strcmp(message->topic, TOPIC_EV_CHARGE_TARGETCURRENT) == 0) { 
  startGivingCurrent(message->payload); // message->payload is the 
target current as JSon object 
  char * presentCurrent = 
createPresentCurrentJSonObject(getPresentCurrent()); 
  mosquitto_publish(mosq, NULL, TOPIC_EVSE_CHARGE_PRESENTCURRENT, 
sizeof (presentCurrent), &presentCurrent, qosLevel, retain); 
 } 
} 
 
... 

See also: mosquitto_subscribe_callback and mosquitto_message_callback_set 

  

https://mosquitto.org/api/files/mosquitto-h.html#mosquitto_subscribe_callback
https://mosquitto.org/api/files/mosquitto-h.html#mosquitto_message_callback_set
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10 CAN Interface Documentation  

10.1 EVSE Controller Messages 

The following table lists all supported CAN messages and their CAN signals. The table provides 
a high-level view of the CAN API, a more technical interface description is available as DBC file. 

Each supported CAN message starts with a dedicated row which lists the default CAN ID and the 
message mnemonic. This row is followed by one or more rows for each contained signal. 

In case not all available bits in a CAN message are used, please consider these bits as "reserved" 
and transmit them as not set (i.e. zero). 

The first column of each signal "Byte.bitOffset" refers to the start position of the signal within the 
CAN payload, the second row "bitLength" defines the count of bits used for this signal. 

The column "Data Type" lists how the data has to be interpreted. If not stated otherwise, the byte 
order of signals consisting of more than 8 bits is Little Endian. 

The columns grouped with "DC Message" indicate in which use case (e.g. used charging protocol) 
the CAN message is required, supported or maybe even optional: 

• ISO EIM: ISO 15118 with External Identification Means 

• ISO PnC: ISO 15118 with Plug and Charge 

• DIN: DIN 70121 (limited to External Identification Means) 

The effectively used value within the charging process is represented by a pair of signals for 
several values (marked as "physical value type" below). These are indicated by the same prefix 
of the CAN signal, followed by "Mult" or "Value", e.g. CurrentRegToleranceMult and 
CurrentRegToleranceValue. The effectively computed value used within the stack and the 
charging components is determined by the formula: <value> × 10<mult> 

Some parameters are optional in the V2G high level communication. For such values, a boolean 
flag is available as CAN signal. This is indicated by the suffix "IsUsed" following the CAN signal, 
for example the optional parameter is called EnergyToBeDelivered, then the boolean flag is called 
EnergyToBeDeliveredIsUsed. If "IsUsed" is not set, the corresponding value is not transmitted 
via V2G.
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CAN ID Message DC Message Parameter Details Value Details 

Byte.bitOffset bitLength Name ISO 
EIM 

ISO 
PnC 

DIN Optional Data Type Description Min Max Unit 

0x1000                              I2CCSX_ChargeInfo 

0.0 7 I2CCSX_ControlPilotDutyCycle     unsigned 
integer 

Duty cycle of the CP pulse width 
modulation (PWM). 

0 100 % 

1.0 3 I2CCSX_ControlPilotState     enumeration Control Pilot (CP) state: 
0x0 Unknown 
0x1 A 
0x2 B 
0x3 C 
0x4 D 
0x5 E 
0x6 F 

0 6  

1.3 2 I2CCSX_ProximityPinState      Not implemented.    

1.5 2 I2CCSX_ActualChargeProtocol     enumeration The charge protocol used for the 
current connection: 
0x0 Undefined 
0x1 DIN 70121 
0x2 ISO 15118-2 
0x3 Unknown / not supported 

0 3  
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2.0 4 I2CCSX_StateMachineState     enumeration The charging state: 
0x0 Default 
0x1 Init 
0x2 Authentication 
0x3 Parameter 
0x4 Isolation 
0x5 PreCharge 
0x6 Charge 
0x7 Welding 
0x8 StopCharge 
0x9 SessionStop 
0xA ShutOff 
0xB Paused 
0xC Error 

0 12  

2.4 2 I2CCSX_TCPStatus     enumeration Whether a TCP or TLS connection is 
established between EV and EVSE: 
0x0 Not connected 
0x1 Connected via TCP 
0x2 Connected via TLS 

0 2  

0x1100                              I2CCSX_EVSE_SessionID 

0.0 64 SessionID     unsigned 
integer 

Used by EVCC and SECC for uniquely 
identifying a V2G communication 
session. Generated by the EVSE. Can 
be left all zero. 

0 264-1  

0x1101                              I2CCSX_EVSE_DateTimeNow 

0.0 64 DateTimeNow     unsigned 
integer 

Current time stamp of the charger. The 
value is a “Unix Time Stamp” (i.e. the 
number of seconds since 1st January 
1970, 00:00 UTC). It is used for the 
synchronization of the internal time of 
the whole charging station. The 
internal system time of the Charge 
Control device is set based on this 
message. 

0 264-1 s 
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It is also transmitted to the EV for the 
validation of PnC certificates. 

While the internal system time of the 
Charge Control device remains set 
when this CAN message was received 
once, the transmission to the EV 
requires receiving this CAN message 
during the active charging session. 

0x1102                              I2CCSX_EVSE_Init 

0.0 16 OfferedServiceID     unsigned 
integer 

Unique identifier of the offered service. 0 65535  

2.0 2 OfferedServiceCategory     enumeration The category for the offered charging 
service: 
0x0 EVCharging 
0x1 Internet 
0x2 ContractCertificate 
0x3 OtherCustom 

   

2.2 1 FreeService     bool If FreeService is equal to true, the EV 
can use the offered service without 
payment. If FreeService is equal to 
false, the service - if used by the EV - 
will be billed using the payment 
method negotiated using the payment 
option message element. 
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2.3 3 SupportedEnergyTransferType     enumeration Supported energy transfer type of the 
charger announced to EV: 
0x0 AC_single_phase_core 
0x1 AC_three_phase_core 
0x2 DC_core 
0x3 DC_Extended 
0x4 DC_combo_core 
0x5 DC_Unique 
All other values are reserved. 
 

   

2.6 2 SupportedPaymentOption     enumeration The payment option which shall be 
used for the current charging session: 
0x0 Contract 
0x1 ExternalPayment 
All other values are reserved. 
 

   

0x1103                              I2CCSX_EVSE_Parameter 

0.0 3 CurrentRegToleranceMult     signed 
integer 

Absolute magnitude of the regulation 
tolerance of the EVSE. 
This is the multiplier of the physical 
value type. 

-3 3  

0.3 3 EnergyToBeDeliveredMult     signed 
integer 

Amount of energy to be delivered by 
the EVSE. 
This is the multiplier of the physical 
value type. 
 

-3 3  

1.0 3 PeakCurrentRippleMult     signed 
integer 

Peak-to-peak magnitude of the current 
ripple of the EVSE. 
This is the multiplier of the physical 
value type. 
 

-3 3  
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1.3 1 EnergyToBeDeliveredIsUsed     bool If set to true, the parameter 
EnergyToBeDelivered will be 
transferred during V2G 
communication. 

   

1.4 1 CurrentRegToleranceIsUsed     bool If set to true, the parameter 
CurrentRegTolerance will be 
transferred during V2G 
communication. 

   

2.0 16 CurrentRegToleranceValue     signed 
integer 

Absolute magnitude of the regulation 
tolerance of the EVSE. 
This is the base value of the physical 
value type. 

-
32768 

32767 A 

4.0 16 EnergyToBeDeliveredValue     signed 
integer 

Amount of energy to be delivered by 
the EVSE. 
This is the base value of the physical 
value type. 
 

-
32768 

32767 Wh 

6.0 16 PeakCurrentRippleValue     signed 
integer 

Peak-to-peak magnitude to the current 
ripple of the EVSE. 
This is the base value of the physical 
value type. 
 

-
32768 

32767 A 

0x1104                              I2CCSX_EVSE_Schedule_1 

0.0 3 PMaxSchedulePowerMult     signed 
integer 

Defines the maximum amount of 
power for a time interval to be drawn 
from the EVSE power outlet the 
vehicle is connected to. This value 
represents the total power over all 
selected phases. 
This is the multiplier of the physical 
value type. 
 

-3 -3  
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1.0 8 SAScheduleTupleID     unsigned 
integer 

Unique identifier within a charging 
session for a SAScheduleTuple 
element. This is used by the SECC to 
indicate which tariff applies for the 
energy currently transferred. A SAID 
remains a unique identifier for one 
schedule throughout a charging 
session. 

0 255  

2.0 16 PMaxSchedulePowerValue     signed 
integer 

Defines the maximum amount of 
power for a time interval to be drawn 
from the EVSE power outlet the 
vehicle is connected to. This value 
represents the total power over all 
selected phases. 
This is the base value of the physical 
value type. 
 

-
32768 

32767 W 

4.0 16 PMaxScheduleID     unsigned 
integer 

Unique identifier of the schedule. 0 65535  

0x1105                              I2CCSX_EVSE_Schedule_2 

0.0 32 PMaxScheduleDuration     unsigned 
integer 

Duration of the schedule, in seconds. 0 232-1 s 

4.0 32 PMaxScheduleStart     unsigned 
integer 

Start of the duration of the schedule, in 
seconds from NOW. 

0 232-1 s 

0x1106                              I2CCSX_EVSE_Limits_1 

0.0 3 EVSEMaxCurrentLimitMult     signed 
integer 

The maximum current which can be 
provided by the EVSE. 
This is the multiplier of the physical 
value type. 
 

-3 3  
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0.3 3 EVSEMaxPowerLimitMult     signed 
integer 

The maximum power which can be 
provided by the EVSE. 
This is the multiplier of the physical 
value type. 
 

-3 3  

1.0 3 EVSEMaxVoltageLimitMult     signed 
integer 

The maximum voltage which can be 
provided by the EVSE. 
This is the multiplier of the physical 
value type. 
 

-3 3  

2.0 16 EVSEMaxCurrentLimitValue     signed 
integer 

The maximum current which can be 
provided by the EVSE. 
This is the base value of the physical 
value type. 
 

-
32768 

32767 A 

4.0 16 EVSEMaxPowerLimitValue     signed 
integer 

The maximum power which can be 
provided by the EVSE. 
This is the base value of the physical 
value type. 
 

-
32768 

32767 W 

6.0 16 EVSEMaxVoltageLimitValue     signed 
integer 

The maximum voltage which can be 
provided by the EVSE. 
This is the base value of the physical 
value type. 
 

-
32768 

32767 V 

0x1107                              I2CCSX_EVSE_Limits_2 

0.0 3 EVSEMinCurrentLimitMult     signed 
integer 

The minimum current the EVSE can 
deliver with the expected accuracy. 
This is the multiplier of the physical 
value type. 
 

-3 3  
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0.3 3 EVSEMinVoltageLimitMult     signed 
integer 

The minimum voltage the EVSE can 
deliver with the expected accuracy. 
This is the multiplier of the physical 
value type. 

-3 3  

1.0 3 NominalVoltageMult     signed 
integer 

The line voltage supported by the 
EVSE. This is the voltage measured 
between one phase and neutral. 
This is the multiplier of the physical 
value type. 

-3 3  

2.0 16 EVSEMinCurrentLimitValue     signed 
integer 

The minimum current the EVSE can 
deliver with the expected accuracy. 
This is the base value of the physical 
value type. 

-
32768 

-
32768 

A 

4.0 16 EVSEMinCurrentLimitValue     signed 
integer 

The minimum voltage the EVSE can 
deliver with the expected accuracy. 
This is the base value of the physical 
value type. 

-
32768 

-
32768 

V 

6.0 16 NominalVoltageValue     signed 
integer 

The line voltage supported by the 
EVSE. This is the voltage measured 
between one phase and neutral. 
This is the base value of the physical 
value type. 

-
32768 

-
32768 

V 

0x1108                              I2CCSX_EVSE_Notification 

0.0 2 Notification     enumeration A code to notify the EV with specified 
message: 
0x0 None 
0x1 StopCharging 
0x2 ReNegotiation 
All other values are reserved. 
 
For DC charging according to DIN 
70121, the value of EVSENotification 
shall always be set to None. 
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0.2 2 CostKind     enumeration The kind of cost referred to in the 
message element amount which 
message element: 
0x0 relativePricePercentage 
0x1 RenewableGenerationPercentage 
0x2 CarbonDioxideEmission 
All other values are reserved. 
 
This signal is currently not used. 
 

   

2.0 32 NotificationMaxDelay     unsigned 
integer 

The SECC uses the 
NotificationMaxDelay element in the 
EVSEStatus to indicate the time until it 
expects the EVCC to react on the 
action request indicated in 
EVSENotification. 
 

0 232-1 s 

0x1109                              I2CCSX_EVSE_Status 

0.0 1 CurrentLimitAchieved     bool If set to true, the EVSE has reached its 
current limit. 

   

0.1 3 IsolationStatus     enumeration EVSE's isolation monitoring status: 
0x0 Invalid 
0x1 Valid 
0x2 Warning 
0X3 Fault 
0x4 No isolation monitoring device 
present 
All other values are reserved. 

   

0.4 1 PowerLimitAchieved     bool If set to true, the EVSE has reached its 
power limit. 
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0.5 3 PresentCurrentMult     signed 
integer 

Present output current of the EVSE. 
This is the multiplier of the physical 
value type. 
 

-3 3  

1.0 3 PresentVoltageMult     signed 
integer 

Present output voltage of the EVSE. 
This is the multiplier of the physical 
value type. 
 

-3 3  

1.3 2 Processing     enumeration Informs the EV if the current message 
sequence must be repeated until the 
charger has finished some tasks: 
0x0 Finished 
0x1 Ongoing 
0x2 Waiting for customer interaction 
All other values are reserved. 
 

   

1.5 1 VoltageLimitAchieved     bool If set to true, the EVSE has reached its 
voltage limit 

   

2.0 16 PresentCurrentValue     signed 
integer 

Present output current of the EVSE. 
This is the base value of the physical 
value type. 
 

-
32768 

32767 A 

4.0 16 PresentVoltageValue     signed 
integer 

Present output voltage of the EVSE. 
This is the base value of the physical 
value type. 
 

-
32767 

32767 V 
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6.0 4 StatusCode     enumeration Actual status of the EVSE: 
0x0 EVSE_NotReady 
0x1 EVSE_Ready 
0x2 EVSE_Shutdown 
0x3 EVSE_UtilityInterruptEvent 
0x4 EVSE_IsolationMonitoringActive 
0x5 EVSE_EmergencyShutdown 
0x6 EVSE_Malfunction 
0x7 Reserved_8 
0x8 Reserved_9 
0x9 Reserved_A 
0xA Reserved_B 
0XB Reserved_C 
All other values are reserved. 
 

   

6.4 4 EVSEState     enumeration Actual progress of the charging 
session: 
0x0 Default 
0x1 Init 
0x2 Authentication 
0x3 Parameter 
0x4 Isolation 
0x5 Precharge 
0x6 Charge 
0x7 Welding 
0x8 Stopcharge 
0x9 SessionStop 
0xA Shutoff 
0xB Error 
 

All other values are reserved. 
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0x110A                              I2CCSX_EVSE_EVSEID 

0.0 64 EVSEID     unsigned 
integer 

The ID of the EVSE. If not provided by 
the customer, the value defined in 
customer.json is used. If also not value 
is defined in customer.json, then a 
value of zero is used during the V2G 
communication. 
 

0 264-1  

Table 31 EVSE Controller Messages 

 

CAN ID Message DC Message Parameter Details Value Details 

Byte.bitOffset bitLength Name ISO 
EIM 

ISO 
PnC 

DIN Optional Data Type Description Min Max Unit 

0x1200                              I2CCSX_EV_Init_EVCCID 

0.0 64 EVCCID     unsigned 
integer 

The ID of the vehicle. 
 

0 264-1  

0x1201                              I2CCSX_EV_Init 

0.0 16 SelectedServiceID     unsigned 
integer 

Unique identifier of the selected 
service which were offered by the 
EVSE. 

0 65535  

2.0 1 SelectedPaymentOption     enumeration The EVs selected payment option: 
0x0 Contract 
0x1 ExternalPayment 
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2.1 3 RequestedEnergyTransferType     enumeration Requested energy transfer type for 
charging of the EVCC: 
0x0 AC_single_phase_core 
0x1 AC_three_phase_core 
0x2 DC_core 
0x3 DC_extended 
0x4 DC_combo_core 
0x5 DC_Unique 
All other values are reserved. 
 

   

2.4 2 RequestedServiceCategory     enumeration The category for the offered 
charging service: 
0x0 EVCharging 
0x1 Internet 
0x2 ContractCertificate 
0x3 OtherCustom 

   

3.0 8 BulkSOC     unsigned 
integer 

SOC at which the EV considers a 
fast charge process to end. 

0 100 % 

4.0 8 FullSOC     unsigned 
integer 

SOC at which the EV considers the 
battery to be fully charged. 

0 100 % 

0x1202                              I2CCSX_EV_Limits 

0.0 16 EVMaxCurrentLimitValue     signed 
integer 

The maximum current supported by 
the EV. 
This is the base value of the physical 
value type. 
 

-
32768 

32767 A 

2.0 16 EVMaxPowerLimitValue     signed 
integer 

The maximum power supported by 
the EV. 
This is the base value of the physical 
value type. 
 

-
32768 

32767 W 
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4.0 16 EVMaxVoltageLimitValue     signed 
integer 

The maximum voltage supported by 
the EV. 
This is the base value of the physical 
value type. 
 

-
32768 

32767 V 

6.0 3 EVMaxCurrentLimitMult     signed 
integer 

The maximum current supported by 
the EV. 
This is the multiplier of the physical 
value type. 

-3 3 V 

6.3 3 EVMaxPowerLimitMult     signed 
integer 

The maximum power supported by 
the EV. 
This is the multiplier of the physical 
value type. 

-3 3  

6.4 1 EVMaxPowerLimitIsUsed     bool If set to true this optional parameter 
will be transferred via V2G 
communication 

   

7.0 3 EVMaxVoltageLimitMult     signed 
integer 

The maximum voltage supported by 
the EV. 
This is the multiplier of the physical 
value type. 

-3 3  

0x1203                              I2CCSX_EV_Parameter_Opt 

0.0 16 EnergyCapacityValue     signed 
integer 

The maximum energy capacity 
supported by the EV. 
This is the base value of the physical 
value type. 
 

-
32768 

32767 Wh 

2.0 16 EnergyRequestValue     signed 
integer 

The amount of energy the EV 
requests from the EVSE. 
This is the base value of the physical 
value type. 
 

-
32768 

32767 Wh 
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4.0 3 EnergyCapacityMult     signed 
integer 

The maximum energy capacity 
supported by the EV. 
This is the multiplier of the physical 
value type. 
 

-3 3  

4.3 3 EnergyRequestMult     signed 
integer 

The amount of energy the EV 
requests from the EVSE. 
This is the multiplier of the physical 
value type. 
 

-3 3  

4.6 1 EnergyRequestIsUsed     bool If set to true, the optional parameter 
EnergyRequest was transferred 

during V2G communication. 

   

4.7 1 EnergyCapacityIsUsed     bool If set to true, the optional parameter 
Energycapacity was transferred 
during V2G communication. 

   

0x1204                              I2CCSX_EV_Parameter_Departure 

0.0 32 DepartureTime     unsigned 
integer 

This element is used to indicate 
when the vehicle intends to finish the 
charging process. It contains an 
offset in seconds from the point in 
time of sending this message. 

0 232-1 s 

4.0 1 DepartureTimeIsUsed     bool If set to true, this optional parameter 
was transferred during V2G 
communication. 
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0x1205                              I2CCSX_EV_Parameter_AC 

0.0 16 EAmountValue     signed 
integer 

Estimated amount of energy 
reflecting how much energy the EV 
is needing to fulfil the user 
configured charging goal for the 
current session. This can include 
energy for other purposes than 
solely charging the HV battery. 
This is the base value of the physical 
value type. 
This is used only during AC charging 
sessions. 

-
32768 

32767 Wh 

2.0 16 EVMinCurrentLimitValue     signed 
integer 

The minimum current supported by 
the EV. 
This is the base value of the physical 
value type. 
This is used only during AC charging 
sessions. 
 

-
32768 

32767 A 

4.0 3 EAmountMultiplier     signed 
integer 

Estimated amount of energy 
reflecting how much energy the EV 
is needing to fulfil the user 
configured charging goal for the 
current session. This can include 
energy for other purposes than 
solely charging the HV battery. 
This is the multiplier of the physical 
value type. 
This is used only during AC charging 
sessions. 
 

-3 3  
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4.3 3 EVMinCurrentLimitMult     signed 
integer 

The minimum current supported by 
the EV. 
This is the multiplier of the physical 
value type. 
This is used only during AC charging 
sessions. 
 

-3 3  

0x1206                              I2CCSX_EV_Status 

0.0 16 TargetCurrentValue     signed 
integer 

The current demanded by the EV. 
This is the base value of the physical 
value type. 
 

-
32768 

32767 A 

2.0 16 TargetVoltageValue     signed 
integer 

The target voltage requested by the 
EV. 
This is the base value of the physical 
value type. 
 

-
32768 

32767 V 

4.0 3 TargetCurrentMult     signed 
integer 

The current demanded by the EV. 
This is the multiplier of the physical 
value type. 
 

-3 3  

4.3 3 TargetVoltageMult     signed 
integer 

The target voltage requested by the 
EV. 
This is the multiplier of the physical 
value type. 

   

4.6 1 CabinConditioning     bool Vehicle Cabin Conditioning flag. 
When true, the EV is using energy 
from the DC supply to heat or cool 
the passenger compartment. 
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4.7 1 RESSConditioning     bool Vehicle RESS Conditioning. When 
true, the vehicle is using energy from 
the DC charger to condition the 
RESS to a target temperature. 

   

5.0 8 RESSSOC     unsigned 
integer 

State of charge of the EV's battery 
(RESS) 

0 100 % 

6.0 1 BulkChargingComplete     bool If set to true, the EV indicates that 
bulk charge (approx. 80% SOC) is 
complete. 

   

6.1 4 ErrorCode     enumeration Indicates the EV internal status. 
Refer ISO 15118 - table 78 for 
details. 

0x0 0xB  

6.5 1 Ready     bool Indication that the vehicle is ready 
for the further process generally. 

   

6.6 1 ChargingComplete     bool If set to true, the EV indicates that 
full charge (100% SOC) is complete. 

   

7.0 2 ChargeStopIndication     enumeration Indication if the charge shall be 
stopped completely, paused or 
continue as supposed: 
0x0 Terminate 
0x1 Pause 
0x2 NoStop 
All other values are reserved. 
 

Default value shall be: 0x2 NoStop 

   

7.2 2 ChargeProgressIndication     enumeration Indication that the vehicle is ready to 
accept a charge or wants to stop it: 
0x0 Start 
0x1 Stop 
0x2 Renegotiate 
All other values are reserved. 
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0x1207                              I2CCSX_EV_Charge_TimeTo 

0.0 16 RemainingTimeToBulkSoCValue     signed 
integer 

Estimated or calculated time until 
bulk charge (approx. 80% SOC) is 
complete. 
This is the base value of the physical 
value type. 
 

-
32768 

32767 s 
 

2.0 16 RemainingTimeToFullSoCValue     signed 
integer 

Estimated or calculated time until full 
charge (100% SOC) is complete. 
This is the base value of the physical 
value type. 
 

-
32768 

32767 s 
 

4.0 3 RemainingTimeToBulkSoCMult     signed 
integer 

Estimated or calculated time until 
bulk charge (approx. 80% SOC) is 
complete. 
This is the multiplier of the physical 
value type. 
 

-3 3  

4.3 3 RemainingTimeToFullSoCMult     signed 
integer 

Estimated or calculated time until full 
charge (100% SOC) is complete. 
This is the multiplier of the physical 
value type. 
 

-3 3  

4.6 1 RemainingTimeToBulkIsUsed     bool If set to true, the optional parameter 
RemainingTimeToBulk was 

transferred during V2G 
communication. 

   

4.7 1 RemainingTimeToFullIsUsed     bool If set to true, the optional parameter 
RemainingTimeToFull was 

transferred during V2G 
communication. 

   

Table 32 EV Controller Messages 
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10.2 Description of parameters per charging state  

Each charging state handles specific parameters between EV and EVSE. The following 
description shows which CAN signals are needed in which charging state. The charging charge 
state is signalized by the I2CCSX_ChargeInfo::I2CCSX_StateMachineState CAN signal. 
Messages with naming I2CCSX_EVSE are used for V2G parameters of the EVSE side and must 
be transmitted to the charging interface. Messages with naming I2CCSX_EV are used for V2G 
parameters of the EV side and will be transmitted to the connected CAN module. The flow chart 
in section charging states shows an example normal charging sequence. 

Note:  Each time when the charging state changes to "Default" all customer initializations from 
the CAN interface are reset to the internal initializations. A new initialization can be started after 
reaching the "Init" state. The initialization of the charging state specific parameters must be done 
before reaching the corresponding state, except the "Init" state. The "Init" state must be initialized 
immediately (up to two seconds) after receiving of the "Init" state. 

 

1. Init state (Indicated by I2CCSX_StateMachineState "Init" ('1')) 

a. EV signals 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::ChargeStopIndication: 
Indication if the charge shall be stopped completely ('0') or continued ('2') as 
supposed. Indication that the vehicle is ready to accept a charge or wants to 
stop it. 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Init_EVCCID::EVCCID: 
Is the unique identifier of the EV. Usually it is the MAC address of the EV. 

▪ ServiceScope: 
Currently not supported. 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Init::RequestedServiceCategory: 
Is the category for the offered charging service. Common value is 
"EVCharging" ('0'). 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Init::SelectedServiceID: 
The EV is selecting a ServiceID regarding the offered values of signal 
I2CCSX_EVSE_Init::ServiceID. Service-Lists, for additional PnC related 
Services, are currently not supported. Common value is the Charge Service 
Id ('1') for EV charging. 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Init::SelectedPaymentOption: 
The EV is selecting payment option regarding the offered values of signal 
I2CCSX_EVSE_Init::SupportedPaymentOption. 

b. EVSE signals 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_SessionID::SessionID: 
Is the identification number of the V2G Communication Session. The 
Session Id is generated by the Charge Control software if this parameter is 
not set ('0'). 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_EVSEID::EVSEID: 
Is a uniquely identifier of the EVSE. The EVSEID syntax is described in detail 
in the ISO 15118-2 standard. 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_DateTimeNow::DateTimeNow: 
Is the current time stamp of the charger. The value is a “Unix Time Stamp” 
(i.e. the number of seconds since 1st January 1970). It is used for the 
synchronization of the internal time of the Charge Control operating system 
and to transmit the current time to the connected EV. 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Init::SupportedPaymentOption: 
"ExternalPayment" ('1'), "Contract" for PnC ('0') 
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▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Init::ServiceID: 
Are the offered services of the EVSE. Common value is "ChargeServiceId" 
('1') 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Init::OfferedServiceCategory: 
Is the offered ServiceCategory of the ServiceID. Common value is 
"EVCharging" ('0') 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Init::FreeService: 
The FreeService signal can be used to offer a service without payment. Is 
set to true if the service is free, otherwise the negotiated payment method is 
used to perform the billing process. 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Init::SupportedEnergyTransferType: 
Is the supported energy transfer type of the EVSE. For DIN70121-charging 
only DC_core ('2') or DC_extended ('3') are supported. 

▪ ServiceList: 
Currently not supported 

▪ ServiceParameterList: 
Currently not supported 

2. Authentication state (Indicated by I2CCSX_StateMachineState "Authentication" ('2')) 

a. EV signals 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::ChargeStopIndication: 
Indication if the charge shall be stopped completely ('0') or continue ('2') as 
supposed. 

▪ EMaid: 
Currently not supported. PnC related 

▪ ContractSignatureCertificateChain: 
Currently not supported. PnC related 

▪ ContractId: 
Currently not supported. PnC related 

▪ GenChallenge: 
Currently not supported. PnC related 

b. EVSE signals 

▪ GenChallenge: 
Currently not supported. PnC related 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Status::EvseProcessing: 
Informs the EV about the authentication status. The EVSE sets the value to 
"finished" ('0'), if the EVSE has finished the "Authentication" state. The 
authentication method depends mainly on the selected payment option 
(signal I2CCSX_EV_Init::SelectedPaymentOption) and selected services of 
the EV. 

3. Parameter state (Indicated by I2CCSX_StateMachineState "Parameter" ('3')) 

a.  EV signal 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::ChargeStopIndication: 
Indication if the charge shall be stopped completely ('0') or continue ('2') as 
supposed. 

▪ MaxSAScheduleTuples: 
Currently not supported. 
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▪ I2CCSX_EV_Init::RequestedEnergyTransferType: 
The EV selects the supported energy transfer type for charging. This must 
be one option of the offered list of the EVSE (signal 
I2CCSX_EVSE_Init::SupportedEnergyTransferType). If the EV does not 
support one of the offered types the EV should abort the charging session. 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Parameter_Departure::DepartureTime (Optional): 
Is the offset in seconds when the vehicle intends to finish the charging 
process. 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Parameter_AC::EAmount(Value/Multiplier): 
Is the estimated amount of energy reflecting how much energy the EV is 
needing to fulfill the user configured charging goal for the current session. 
This can include energy for other purposes than solely charging the HV 
battery - PhysicalValueType (AC related signal). 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Limits::EVMaxVoltageLimit(Value/Mult): 
Is the maximum voltage the EV can deliver - PhysicalValueType 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Limits::EVMaxCurrentLimit(Value/Mult): 
Is the maximum current supported by the EV - PhysicalValueType 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Limits::EVMaxPowerLimit(Value/Mult): 
Is the maximum power supported by the EV - PhysicalValueType 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Parameter_AC::EVMinCurrentLimit(Value/Mult): 
Is the minimum current supported by the EV - PhysicalValueType (AC related 
signal) 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::Ready: 
Indication that the vehicle is ready ('1') for the further process generally. 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::CabinConditioning: 
When Cabin Conditioning is set to true ('1'), the EV is using energy from the 
DC supply to heat or cool the passenger compartment (DIN only). 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::RESSConditioning: 
When RESS Conditioning is set to true ('1'), the EV is using energy from the 
DC charger to condition the RESS to a target temperature (DIN only). 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::ErrorCode: 
Indicates the EV internal status. The enumeration value of "EVErrorCode" 
refers to the ISO 15118 standard. Typically set to "NO_ERROR" ('0'). 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::RESSSOC: 
Is the state of charge of the EV's battery (RESS) (range: 0-100). 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Parameter_Opt::EnergyCapacity(Value/Mult): 
Is the maximum energy capacity supported by the EV. 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Parameter_Opt::EnergyRequest(Value/Mult): 
Is the amount of energy the EV requests from the EVSE. 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Init::FullSOC: 
Is the state of charge at which the EV's battery is fully charged (range: 0-
100). 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Init::BulkSOC: 
Is the state of charge at which the EV's battery is bulked charged and the EV 
intends to end the fast charge process (range: 0-100) 

b. EVSE signals 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Status::EvseProcessing: 
Informs the EV about the parameter state status. The EVSE sets the value 
to "finished" ('0'), if the EVSE has finished the parameter state. Now the 
connector has to be locked on EV side. 
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▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Schedule_1::SAScheduleTupleID: 
Is a unique identifier within a charging session for a SAScheduleTuple 
element. The EVSE is using this identifier to inform the EV which tariff applies 
for delivered energy in the charge state. 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Schedule_2::PMaxScheduleStart: 
Is the start of the actual interval of the schedule (in seconds from now). 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Schedule_2::PMaxScheduleDuration: 
Is the duration of the last interval of the schedule (in seconds). In DIN70121 
the EVCC is not able to provide a planned departure time. If the EV did not 
provide a DepartureTime, the EVSE shall provide PMaxSchedule covering 
at least 24 hours. 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Schedule_1::PMaxSchedulePower(Value/Mult): 
Is the maximum amount of power the EVSE power outlet can deliver to the 
EV in the actual time interval of the schedule - PhysicalValueType. 

▪ SalesTariff: 
Currently not supported. 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Limits_1::EVSEMaxVoltageLimit(Value/Mult): 
Is the maximum voltage the EVSE can deliver - PhysicalValueType 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Limits_2::EVSEMinVoltageLimit(Value/Mult): 
Is the minimum voltage the EVSE can deliver - PhysicalValueType 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Limits_1::EVSEMaxCurrentLimit(Value/Mult): 
Is the maximum current the EVSE can deliver - PhysicalValueType 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Limits_2::EVSEMinCurrentLimit(Value/Mult): 
Is the minimum current the EVSE can deliver - PhysicalValueType 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Limits_1::EVSEMaxPowerLimit(Value/Mult): 
Is the maximum power the EVSE can deliver - PhysicalValueType 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Parameter::CurrentRegTolerance(Value/Mult): 
Is the absolute magnitude of the regulation tolerance of the EVSE - 
PhysicalValueType 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Parameter::PeakCurrentRipple(Value/Mult): 
Is the Peak-to-peak magnitude of the current ripple of the EVSE - 
PhysicalValueType 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Parameter::EnergyToBeDelivered(Value/Mult): 
Is the amount of energy to be delivered by the EVSE - PhysicalValueType 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Notification::NotificationMaxDelay: 
Is the time in seconds the EVSE expects a reaction of the EVCC regarding 
the notification of signal. 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Notification::Notification: 
Is a notification code for EV with a specified message. For DC charging 
according to DIN70121, the value of "Notification" shall always be set to 
"None" ('0'). According to ISO15118 if "Notification" is set to “StopCharging” 
('1') the EV should stop charging and if it is set to "ReNegotiation" ('2') the 
EV shall initiate the renegotiation process within the given time of signal 
I2CCSX_EVSE_Notification::NotificationMaxDelay. 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Status::IsolationStatus: 
Is the isolation status of the EVSE. Is typically initialized to "Invalid" ('0') until 
the EVSE has checked cable status in the isolation status. The isolation state 
is checked in the next charging state "Isolation". 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Status::StatusCode: 
Actual status of the EVSE. Typically initialized to "EVSE_NotReady" ('0') until 
the EVSE is ready ('1') for the charging procedure. 
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4. Isolation state (Indicated by I2CCSX_StateMachineState "Isolation" ('4')) 

a. EV signals 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::ChargeStopIndication: 
Indication if the charge shall be stopped completely ('0') or continued ('2') as 
supposed. 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::Ready: 
Indication that the vehicle is ready ('1') for the further process generally. 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::CabinConditioning: 
When Cabin Conditioning is set to true ('1'), the EV is using energy from the 
DC supply to heat or cool the passenger compartment (DIN only). 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::RESSConditioning: 
When RESS Conditioning is set to true ('1'), the EV is using energy from the 
DC charger to condition the RESS to a target temperature (DIN only). 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::ErrorCode: 
Indicates the EV internal status. The enumeration value of "EVErrorCode" 
refers to the ISO15118 standard. Typically it is set to "NO_ERROR" ('0') 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::RESSSOC: 
Is the state of charge of the EV's battery (RESS) (range: 0-100) 

b. EVSE signals 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Status::EvseProcessing: 
The EVSE sets the value to "finished" ('0'), if the EVSE has finished the 
authentication state. 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Notification::NotificationMaxDelay: 
Is the time in seconds the EVSE expects a reaction of the EVCC regarding 
the notification of signal I2CCSX_EVSE_Notification::Notification. 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Notification::Notification: 
Is a notification code for the EV with a specified message. For DC charging 
according to DIN70121, the value of Notification shall always be set to None 
('0'). According to ISO 15118 if "Notification" is set to "StopCharging" ('1'), 
the EV should stop charging. If it is set to "ReNegotiation" ('2'), the EV shall 
initiate the renegotiation process (See chapter Renegotiation process 
(ISO15118 specific)) within the given time of signal 
I2CCSX_EVSE_Notification::NotificationMaxDelay. 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Status::IsolationStatus: 
Is the isolation status of the EVSE. If the EVSE is performing the isolation 
check, the status code shall be set to "EVSE_IsolationMonitoringActive" ('4'). 
If the cable status is successfully checked, the isolation status should be set 
to "Valid" ('1') or whatever its result is. The isolation status must be observed 
and updated throughout the whole charging state. If the isolation state (cable 
check) has finished on EVSE side, the EVSE Processing parameter 
(I2CCSX_EVSE_Status::EvseProcessing) needs to be set to "Finished" ('0'). 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Status::StatusCode: 
Actual status of the EVSE. If the isolation status 
(I2CCSX_EVSE_Status::IsolationStatus) is "Valid" ('1') or "Warning" ('2'), 
EVSE-StatusCode must be set to "EVSE_Ready" ('1') 

5. PreCharge state (Indicated by I2CCSX_StateMachineState "PreCharge" ('5')) 

a. EV signals 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::ChargeStopIndication: 
Indication if the charge shall be stopped completely ('0') or continued ('2') as 
supposed. 
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▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::ChargeProgressIndication: 
Indication that the vehicle is ready to accept a charge or wants to stop it. 
When the EV considers the voltage is successfully adjusted to the target 
voltage the ChargeProgressIndication must be set to "Start" ('0') 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::Ready: 
Indication that the vehicle is ready ('1') for the further process generally. 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::CabinConditioning: 
When Cabin Conditioning is set to true ('1') the EV is using energy from the 
DC supply to heat or cool the passenger compartment (DIN only). 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::RESSConditioning: 
When RESS Conditioning is set to true ('1') the EV is using energy from the 
DC charger to condition the RESS to a target temperature (DIN only). 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::ErrorCode: 
Indicates the EV internal status. The enumeration value of "EVErrorCode" 
refers to the ISO15118 standard. Typically set to "NO_ERROR" ('0') 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::RESSSOC: 
Is the state of charge of the EV's battery (RESS) (range: 0-100) 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::TargetVoltage(Value/Mult): 
Is target voltage requested by EV - PhysicalValueType 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::TargetCurrent(Value/Mult): 
Is target current requested by EV - PhysicalValueType 

b. EVSE signals 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Notification::NotificationMaxdelay: 
Is the time in seconds the EVSE expects a reaction of the EVCC regarding 
the notification of signal I2CCSX_EVSE_Notification::Notification. 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Notification::Notification: 
Is a notification code for EV with a specified message. For DC-charging 
according to DIN70121, the value of Notification shall always be set to 
"None" ('0'). According to ISO 15118 if "Notification" is set to "StopCharging" 
('1') the EV should stop charging and if it is set to "ReNegotiation" ('2') the 
EV shall initiate the renegotiation process (See chapter Renegotiation 
process (ISO15118 specific)) within the given time of signal 
I2CCSX_EVSE_Notification::NotificationMaxDelay. 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Status::IsolationStatus: 
Is the actual isolation status of the EVSE. Is typically set to "Valid" ('1') or 
"Warning" ('2') 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Status::StatusCode: 
Actual status of the EVSE. EVSE StatusCode must be set to "EVSE_Ready" 
('1') as long as the isolation status (I2CCSX_EVSE_Status::IsolationStatus) 
is "Valid" ('1') or "Warning" ('2'). 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Status::PresentVoltage(Value/Mult) 
Is the present output voltage of the EVSE - PhysicalValueType. The voltage 
must be ramped up to the requested EV target voltage. 

6. Charge state (Indicated by I2CCSX_StateMachineState "Charge" ('6')) 

a. EV signals 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::ChargeProgressIndication: 
Indication that the vehicle is ready to accept a charge or wants to stop it. The 
EV must be set it to "Start" ('0'), otherwise the charging loop will be 
interrupted. The EV has the choice to start the renegotiation process with 
"Renegotiate" ('2') (See chapter Renegotiation process (ISO15118 specific)), 
or to stop the charging session with "Stop" ('1') 
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▪ ChargingProfileTupleID: 
Is the selected SAScheduleTupleID from one of offered schedule lists of the 
EVSE. (Currently not supported. The EV charging stack selects 
automatically a valid schedule of the EVSE.) 

▪ ChargingProfileEntry: 
Is the generated charging profile under the conditions of the selected 
SAScheduleTupleID. (Currently not supported) 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::Ready: 
Indication that the vehicle is ready ('1') for the further process generally. 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::CabinConditioning: 
When Cabin Conditioning is set to true ('1') the EV is using energy from the 
DC supply to heat or cool the passenger compartment (DIN only). 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::RESSConditioning: 
When RESS Conditioning is set to true ('1') the EV is using energy from the 
DC charger to condition the RESS to a target temperature (DIN only). 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::ErrorCode: 
Indicates the EV internal status. The enumeration value of "EVErrorCode" 
refers to the ISO 15118 standard. Typically set to "NO_ERROR" ('0') 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::RESSSOC: 
Is the state of charge of the EV's battery (RESS) (range: 0-100) 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::TargetVoltage(Value/Mult): 
Is target voltage requested by EV - PhysicalValueType 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::TargetCurrent(Value/Mult): 
Is target current requested by EV - PhysicalValueType 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Limits::EVMaxVoltageLimit(Value/Mult): 
Is the maximum voltage the EV can deliver - PhysicalValueType 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Limits::EVMaxCurrentLimit(Value/Mult): 
Is the maximum current supported by the EV - PhysicalValueType 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Limits::EVMaxPowerLimit(Value/Mult): 
Is the maximum power supported by the EV - PhysicalValueType 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::BulkChargingComplete: 
If it is set to true ('1'), the EV indicates that bulk charge (approx. 80% SOC) 
is complete. 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::ChargingComplete: 
If it is set to true ('1'), the EV indicates that full charge (100% SOC) is 
complete. 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Charge_TimeTo::RemainingTimeToBulkSoC(Value/Mult): 
Is the remaining time until bulk charge (approx. 80% SOC) is complete - 
PhysicalValueType 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Charge_TimeTo::RemainingTimeToFullSoC(Value/Mult): 
Is the remaining time until full charge (100% SOC) is complete - 
PhysicalValueType 

▪ MeterInfo: 
Currently not supported, PnC related 

b. EVSE signals 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Notification::NotificationMaxDelay: 
Is the time in seconds the EVSE expects a reaction of the EVCC regarding 
the notification of signal I2CCSX_EVSE_Notification::Notification. 
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▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Notification::Notification: 
Is a notification code of the EV with a specified message. For DC charging 
according to DIN 70121, the value of "Notification" shall always be set to 
"None" ('0'). According to ISO 15118 if "Notification" is set to "StopCharging" 
('1') the EV should stop charging and if it is set to "ReNegotiation" ('2') the 
EV shall initiate the renegotiation process (See chapter Renegotiation 
process (ISO15118 specific)) within the given time of signal 
I2CCSX_EVSE_Notification::NotificationMaxDelay. 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Status::IsolationStatus: 
Is the actual isolation status of the EVSE. Is typically set to "Valid" ('1') or 
"Warning" ('2'). 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Status::StatusCode: 
Actual status of the EVSE. EVSE-StatusCode must be set to "EVSE_Ready" 
('1') as long as the isolation status (I2CCSX_EVSE_Status::IsolationStatus) 
is "Valid" ('1') or "Warning" ('2'). 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Status::PresentVoltage(Value/Mult): 
Is the present output voltage of the EVSE - PhysicalValueType. The EVSE 
shall follow the requested target values of the EV. 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Status::PresentCurrent(Value/Mult): 
Is the present output current of the EVSE - PhysicalValueType. The EVSE 
shall follow the requested target values of the EV. 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Status::CurrentLimitAchieved: 
Indicates if the EVSE has reached its current limit. 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Status::VoltageLimitAchieved: 
Indicates if the EVSE has reached its voltage limit. 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Status::PowerLimitAchieved: 
Indicates if the EVSE has reached its power limit. 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Limits_1::EVSEMaxVoltageLimit(Value/Mult): 
Is the maximum voltage the EVSE can deliver - PhysicalValueType 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Limits_1::EVSEMaxCurrentLimit(Value/Mult): 
Is the maximum current the EVSE can deliver - PhysicalValueType 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Limits_1::EVSEMaxPowerLimit(Value/Mult): 
Is the maximum power the EVSE can deliver - PhysicalValueType 

▪ MeterInfo: 
Currently not supported, PnC related 

▪ ReceiptRequired: 
Currently not supported, PnC related 

7. Welding state (Indicated by I2CCSX_StateMachineState "Welding" ('7')) 

a. EV signals 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::Ready: 
Indication that the vehicle is ready ('1') for the further process generally. 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::CabinConditioning: 
When Cabin Conditioning is set to true ('1') the EV is using energy from the 
DC supply to heat or cool the passenger compartment (DIN only). 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::RESSConditioning: 
When RESS Conditioning is set to true ('1') the EV is using energy from the 
DC charger to condition the RESS to a target temperature (DIN only). 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::ErrorCode: 
Indicates the EV internal status. The enumeration value of "EVErrorCode" 
refers to the ISO 15118 standard. Typically set to "NO_ERROR" ("0"). 
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▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::RESSSOC: 
Is the state of charge of the EV's battery (RESS) (range: 0-100) 

a. EVSE signals 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Notification::NotificationMaxDelay: 
Is the time in seconds the EVSE expects a reaction of the EVCC regarding 
the notification of signal I2CCSX_EVSE_Notification::Notification. 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Notification::Notification:: 
Is a notification code for EV with a specified message. For DC charging 
according to DIN 70121, the value of "Notification" shall always be set to 
None ('0'). According to ISO 15118 if "Notification" is set to "StopCharging" 
('1') the EV should stop charging and if it is set to "ReNegotiation" ('2') the 
EV shall initiate the renegotiation process (See chapter Renegotiation 
process (ISO15118 specific)) within the given time of signal 
I2CCSX_EVSE_Notification::NotificationMaxDelay. 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Status::IsolationStatus: 
Is the EVSE's actual isolation status. 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Status::StatusCode: 
Is the actual status of the EVSE. 

▪ I2CCSX_EVSE_Status::PresentVoltage(Value/Mult): 
Is the present output voltage of the EVSE - PhysicalValueType. During the 
welding state the EVSE typically drops the actual EVSE voltage to zero. 

8. StopCharge state (Indicated by I2CCSX_StateMachineState "StopCharge" ('8')) 

a. EV signals 

▪ no signals 

b. EVSE signals 

▪  no signals 

9.  SessionStop state (Indicated by I2CCSX_StateMachineState "SessionStop" ('9')) 

a. EV signals 

▪ I2CCSX_EV_Status::ChargeStopIndication: 
Indication if the charge shall be stopped completely ('0'), paused ('1') or 
continued ('2') as supposed. "Pause" is currently not supported by the 
Charge Control software. 

b. EVSE signals 

▪  no signals 

10. Shutoff state (Indicated by I2CCSX_StateMachineState "ShutOff" ('10')) 

a. EV signals 

▪ no signals 

b. EVSE signals 

▪ no signals 

11. Paused state (Indicated by I2CCSX_StateMachineState "Paused" ('11')) 

a.  EV signals 

▪ no signals 

b. EVSE signals 

▪ no signals 

12. Error state (Indicated by I2CCSX_StateMachineState "Error" ('12')) 

a. EV signals 
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▪ no signals 

b. EVSE signals 

▪ no signals 

▪  

10.3 Stop charging and error shutdown indication on EVSE side 

CAN signal I2CCSX_EVSE_Status::EVSEState can be used to initiate stop of DC charging from 
EVSE side. In case of emergency shutdown the status shall be set to "Emergency Shutdown" 
('5'). In case of a charger fault (isolation failure etc.), the status shall be set to "Malfunction" ('6'). 

CAN Signal I2CCSX_EVSE_Notification::Notification with "StopCharging" ('1') can also be used 
to ask for a charging stop, but this request can be ignored by the EV. 

 

11 Order Information 

In principle, Charge Control M can be populated in different configurations. 

The default configuration is: 

• populated Zero Cross Detection 

• 1 USB port (J3) 

Some parts are left unpopulated, for example the second USB port. Please contact in-tech smart 
charging if you have special requirements. 

permissible order codes SW Variant HW Revision 

I2CCM-D00-000 DC charging with MQTT/CAN API 
 

V0R7d/e 

Table 33 Order Code 

 

12 Contact 

in-tech smart charging GmbH 

Friedrich-List-Platz 2 

04103 Leipzig 

Germany 

Website: https://in-tech-smartcharging.com 

https://in-tech-smartcharging.com/
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